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1. INTRODUCTION 

The optical model provides a fully quantal description 

of heavy ion elastic scattering and, in conjunction with 

distorted-wave theory, of inelastic scattering as well. In 

this approach the scattering matrix (S-matrix) appears as an 

intermediate step in the calculation of the scattering 

amplitudes. 

In the study of elastic and inelastic scattering of 

heavy ions at energies well above the coulomb barrier, strong. 

absorption prevails and results in the angular momentum 

dependence of the relevant part of the s-matrix taking on a 

simple form. This allows for an alternative approach which 

takes as its starting point the S-matrix rather than the 

optical potential. For example we refer to the "sharp 

cutoff model" of Blair 1 ) and the "strong absorption model" of 

Frahn ahd Venter 2 ) • 

Along these lines Frahn and Venter 3 ) developed a closed 

formalism for the elastic scattering and polarization of 

light and heavy ions of spin ~. and analyzed data of proton 

scattering at high energies (> 100 MeV). Frahn and ·wiechers 4 ) 

appl~ed the theory to study data on elastic scattering of 

polarized 3 He ions. 

Subsequently Hahne 5 ) extended these methods to include 

the elastic scattering and polarization of spin-1 particles 

and, on the basis of DWBA, to inelastic scattering and 

polarization of spin-~ particles. 
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The present work is an extension of this formalism to 

vector and tensor polarization in elastic and inelastic 

scattering of spin-s particles. ·Moreover, it uses the 

improved formalism developed by Frahn 61718 ) for the study of 

elastic and inelastic scattering of heavy ions with zero spin. 

With regard to inelastic scattering, this.implies for instance 

that Coµlomb excitation is included in the theory. This work 

also uses a modification, due to Kauffmann 9 ), of Frahn's 

formalism, whereby the effects of much stronger real nuclear 

phase shifts may be incl.uded. 

In sections 2 and 3 we present the spin formalism for 

elastic scattering and, on the basis of DWBA, for inelastic 

scattering respectively. The general expressions for the 

scattering amplitudes are then simplified under the conditions 

of strong absorption. In sections 4 and 5 we derive closed-

form analytical expressions for the scattering amplitudes for 

elastic and inelastic scattering respectively, and hence for 

the corresponding differential cross sections and the vector 

and tensor polariz~tion components. In section 6 we evaluate 

the elastic and inelastic sc·a ttering amplitudes explicitly for 

a specific model of the elastic scattering function. In 

section 7 we use the closed formalism to analyze the data of 

the M.P.I. Eeidelberg groupio,ii) on elastic and inelastic 

scattering of polarized 6 Li ions by several target nuclei, as 

well as the data of the Birmingham groupi 2 ) on elastic 

scattering of polarized 3 He ions. 
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2. SPIN FORMALISM FOR ELASTIC SCATTERING 

In this section· we consider the non-relativistic elastic 

scattering of spin-s projectiles by spin-o targets. Although 

our approach takes as its starting point the partial-wave 

expansion of the scattering amplitudes, the form of this 

expansion, and the form of the S-matrix appearing in it, are 

governed by the type of spin-orbit coupling one would use in 

qn optical model analysis. 

We start by considering an optical potential of the form 

u ( r-) = .1·S U (r) ..... - , s (2 .1) 

where Uc(r) includes the Coulomb potential and the real and 

imaginary parts of the central nuclear potentials, while 

u (r) gives the r-dependence of the vector spin-orbit coupling 
s 

term and may be complex. The reasons for leaving out tensor 

coupling terms (of rank ::: 2) from the right hand side of eq. 

(2.1) are given below. 

We assume that the non-central terms in the optical 

potential are sufficiently weak so that we need Only consider 

their first order effects. (This is a basic assumptisn of 

section 3 and it is justified by the results shown in section 

6.) In appendix I it is shown, by means of an argument based 

on DWBA, that to first order in the non-central part of the 

optical potential, the polarization terms of a given rank are 

due only to the coupling terms of the same rank in the optical 
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potential. This implies that there is no point in including 

a spin-orbit coupling term of rank k unless we have evidence 

of polarization of rank k. 

Of the data analyzed in section 4, the only tensor 

polarization data available is that on the elastic scattering 
--)-

of 6 Li + 58Ni at 22.8 MeV, and this data is consistent with 

zero tensor polarization. This justifies our use of the 

form of the optical potential given by eq. (2.1). 

We start by considering the relative motion, without 

scattering, in the centre of mass system, of a projectile of 

spin s, z component of spin 'O and a target of zero spin. 

This is represented by the plane wave 

where 

'l.}:' (f,). = 
· LQ S 

ILM "" a· ( .R., s ;>-, ; ~ ) = 
l 

Defining 

\ 

2::: (1. s tY\ ).) I ) M) i.-.R.. y ( k) 
,lt\'\ -

I'\'\ 

J = ...e + s J.:z. = n + S 
?;:. ...t:.i!:. ~ 

(2. 2) 

(2. 3) 

(2. 4) 

(2. 5) 

(2. 6) 

(2. 7) 
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where £ and s are the operators for the orbital angular 
rv rv 

momentum and spin of the projectile respectively, we see from 

eq . { 2 . 5) that 

.2 1=J M j ( j -t-1) ~~ M 
M 1J~ J . . == J;t 1J Lt s = (2. 8) 

"' J.£S Ji. s J .£ s , 

p_l 1JM .1(..e +1) cy.M S2. 'ljM M 
:::: :=. s(s+t)"Y. • (2. 9) - j.Q s ' - d. s l ..ts J.£.S 

The operators 2_2 , j
2

, J..2 and ~2 commute with J::~ and hence 

"?ith the .optical potential U(r) given by eq. (2.1), so that 

the quantum numbers j, M, £ands are conserved in the 

scattering. This implies that the partial-wave expansion for 

the scattering wave functions takes the form, analogous to 

eq. (2.3) I 

(±) 
'f' ($,S,1J;t::) 

4-rr (±) M .... M ...... 
= k r .L: 'f U. (k, r) 'fJ n (!'.:) ~· U, S, )J ; ~ ) 

Jl'1...e. J.x...S J 

(2 .10) 

The superscripts {+) and (-) denote the solutions with 

outgoing and incoming wave boundary conditions respectively. 

Substituting eq. (2.10) into the Schrodinger equation 

[-
'hl.. I d2. .Qi. 

- - r + __:::::_ + 
l.fA r d r2. 2.JA r2 (2 .11) 

··and using 

, ( 2 . 12) 

gives 

,. 
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(2.13) 

where 

(2 .14) 

Because of the completeness and orthogonality of the 

functions 'l.r.r-:n (r) and ri.~(,e,s,u; K.) in r-space and k-space 
'j J x,S ,...., . a J ,...., ,...., ,...., 

~espectively, eq. (2.13) is equivalent to the set of equations 

[- d2. + ~(.e+1) + 2,.u V ( )-k2] ,1/.±)(k,r) = 
dr1 t?·r1 ~1 lJl. r iJ.Jl O (2. 15) 

According to eqs. (2.15), each radial wave function ~~±l(k,r) 

is generated by the potential V j fl, (r) , so for each value of j, 

we may apply the theory for scattering by a spin-independent· 

potential. We thus have the asymptotic forms 

( 2 . 16) 

( 
. (N) ~ 

x e:x:p[±t~(k)] exp[+i.~(k,rJJ-11. (k) exp[±t26 . .., (k)±i.p (k,r)] 
.c.. . .R.. H~ J..._ ...e 

where 

p(k,r) = kr-nfn(2kr)-.£rr+cr.(k) 
~ . ~ ~ 

(2.17) 

) (N) ) . 
and where a.£ (k , oj .£ (k and 'llj f., (k) denote respectively the 

point-charge Coulomb scattering phase shift, the real nuclear 
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phase shiftt and the reflection coefficient for the partial 

wave (j, £) • The elastic scattering matrix may now be 

written a·s 

5.Jl(k) :::: 1'. (k)exp[i.2(o~ (k)+ d~N)(k))] 
J •tJ.Q. ~ JQ. 

(2 .18) 

(+) 
and is related to the functions Vj,e(r) and tj,e (k,r) by 

S (k) = l - i+JJ (
00 

dr U,, ( kr) V. (r) ",.(+) ( k r) 
je 1;2.k ..'lo x. l.e TJ.t > 

(2.19) 

which follows immediately from the corresponding formula for 

the elastic scattering matrix for particles of zero spin 

(c.f. eq. (2.11) of ref. 13)). 

The elastic scattering amplitude is given bytt 

where the subscripts i and f refer to the incident and 

scattered waves respectively. Substituting eqs. (2.1), (2.3) 

and (2.10) into eq. (2.21) and using eqs. (2.12) and (2.14), 

t By "real nuclear phase shift" we mean oj9,(k) - 09,(k) where 

ojt(k) is the total real_ phase shift for the partial wave 

(j I ,Q_) • 

tt See eqi (10.12) of ref. 14
). 
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we obtain 

(2. 22) 

Now 

(2.23) 

so that eqs. (2.19) and (2.22) give the result 

where 

a. (k) = S. (k) - t 
J ..e J fl. 

(2.25) 

If the reference axes are chosen so that 

A A 

z = k· ~(. (2. 26 )· . 

then using eq. (2.6), eq. (2.24) becomes 

x a . (k) Yi. ( e o) 
,l.Q. Vi. - VF ' ' 

(2.27) 
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where 

(2.28) 

For 8 Io we may replace aj£(k) by Sj£(k) since the difference 

contributes only to forward scattering (8 = 0). 

We now proceed under the conditions of strong absorption, 

namely that ~j£(k) varies smoothly with £ from small values 

to unity within a transition region of width 6. around the 

~alue £ = L defined by TJ. n (k) = ~. and that 6. << L. We 
J XIO 2 

also assume thats << L so that iui - ufl << £ 0 • This implies 

that the right hand side of eq. (2.30) is dominated by those 

-terms for which £ >> 1 and j << s, so that we may use the 

following approximations 15 ): 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

s where dmm, (a) is the reduced rotation matrix element. The 

errors in the approximations (2 .29-30) are of order (ui - Df)/j 

(or Df/j) and j- 1 respectively. We also use the asymptotic 

expression 

d:TrM 

Y11 _ rrJ e , o) ~ e .i. t e x p [ L ( Q + i) e - ~ ~ rr - i "'rr} + e-x: p [- i (£+ -i__) e + Z :F rr f ( 2 . 31) 
..(. 2rr{$Lt'\8)i . ), 

which holds for Im!/£ < e < TI - lml/£. Eq. (2 .. 27) then 

becomes 
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I .L JS ds, 
( • .J.. L (2£+1)i. \ n (~ rr) . n(-iTI') S,. (k) 

2L k n s"n e) 2 i.Q. v~ .-4 ))~ }-.x... l..e 

l 
where A. = £ + 2· 

We now define 

( 2. 33) 

where 'T = j - £, so that eq. (2. 32) may be written in the form 

( 2 • 34) 

The functions f (+) (8) are analogous to the elastic scattering 
'T 

amplitudes f+ (8)_ of ref. 5 ) and the amplitudes f (+) (8} of ref. s) 

for spin-0 particle·s, and they are evaluated using similar 

methods. 

It is convenient to rotate the reference axes defined by 

eqs. (2.26) to the new syste,m (x, y, z) defined by 

..... 
x = k. ,.._ -{, ---k. >< k 

"'l. -r- (2.35) 

With respect to the new axes, the scattering amplitude is 

given by 

( 2 • 36) 
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Substituting eq. (2.34) into eq. (2.36) gi';es 

-
A. (vi: 1 )}i. ; e) = 2: 

))r- )).: 1: 

Now 

so that eq. (2.37) reduces to the form 
I 

S-'r 
(-1) . 6_ 

vr- -?:: 

( i. Tr 1:'. 
o_ e 
v.'t: • 

(2.37) 

(2. 38) 

(2. 39) 

(2. 40) . 

(~. 41) 

(2.42) 

where we have dropped the bar notation on the understanding 

that the reference axes from now on are those defined by eqs. 

(2.35). 

' 
Since the elastic scattering amplitude given by eq. ? 

(2.42) is diagonal in the spin components, this implies that 

in this co-ordinate system' no angular momentum is exchanged 

between the z-component of the projectile spin and the 

z-component of orbital angular momentum. The only effect of 
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the spin-orbit coupling is to scatter each z-component D· of 
l. 

the spin in a different way. 

According to eq. (2.33), the ·supe,rscripts (+) and (-) 

denote, in a semicla·ssical description, the arnpli tudes for 

scattering from the near and far sides of the interaction 

regi?n respectively. In view of this on~ can interpret the 

signs of the subscripts as they appear in eq. (2.42). 

According to our choice of co-ordinate system (2.35), the 

total angular momentum j of a projectile with z-cornponent of 

~pin Di· and orbital angular momentum P,. will be p,. - D. or 
l. 1 1 . 

P,. + D. depending on whether it is sea ttered from the near 
l. 1 . 

side or from the far side of the target nucleus respectively, 

hence the subscripts +D· in the scattering amplitudes £~+) (8). 
l + 'l)i 

It is convenient to define the operator Q(e). by 

(2.4~) 

Now the density operator for the spin of an unpolarized 

incident beam is given by 

P
0
· = l::\sl:'.>(s'l::! 

2.S+I l: 
(2. 44) 

therefore, from eq. (2.43) I the density operator for the spin 

of the scattered wave is giyen by 

p(e) = ;i_ s'+ 
1 
L Q (e) ls~ /(s --cl a.+ (e} 
i;-

= 

\ 

(2.45) 

(2. 46) 
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The matrix elements 'of p(8) are therefore given by 

I L * ri (e) = -- A(),:. 7: ·e)A (v. ?::.·e) 
,...).) V " S + I ,. 1 ' • ' ' f- i. .L 1:: 

(2 .47) 

(2. 48) 

The density matrix Pu u. (8) may be expanded in terms of 
f 1. 

statistical tensors h (8) by Kq 

p"l.)'lJ.(G) 
. f- L 

or by inversion, 

h (e) 
1<'j.. . 

Substituting eq. (2.48) into (2.50) gives 

(2.49) 

(2. 50) 

( )1 f I (+) (-) 1
2 

} ( h (e) = l.-K+i L F_,.,. (G) +~,.,.(ti) (s-KL.o!s-r:/ o., 
0 

• (2.51) 
1<9,- 2S+I 1: .... ... v 

It is shown in appendix II that in the co-ordinate system 

(2.35), irrespective of the type of spin-orbin coupling 

present, and without any approximations, h (8) = 0 for q odd. Kq 

According to eq. (2.5l)·hKq(8) = O for q IO, so that our 

approximations have served to eliminate the components h (8) 
Kq 

with q even and non-zero. 

The statistical tensor h
00

(8) gives the elastic 

scattering cross section since 
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I \"' I l+) H 12 
.hoo(e) = 2s+1 '1; Cr: (e) + F'(; (e) (2.52} 

(2.53) 

= tr[ p(e)] = cr(e) (2. 54) 

Using the formula 

(Slt:o!SL:) = [s(s+1)J"i ( 2 . 55) 

we have from eqs. (2.48) and (2.51) 

(2.56) .. 

(2.57) 

where 

I 

Y t o = L.., ( s3 + i ) ] 2 s Z: • (2.58) 

Similarly, using the formula 

~t: 1 - s(S+I) 
(S.l'!:Ols-i::):. .L , 

[s ( S + I) ( 2 S + 3) ( 2 S - I)) :i 
(2.59) 

we have 

(2.61) 
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where 

r. s- ric 2. · i 
T,_o ::=. Ls(s+1)(2S+3)(2s-1)j 35;; - s(s+i)J (2.62) 

For s = 1 eqs. (2.58) and (2.62) agree with the 

definition of the spherical tensors T and T respectively, 
10 20 

as given by the Madison Convention 16
) for spin-1 par~icles. 

In addition, for t<: IO and s = 1, 

t .,,, a ( e) =- h ( e) 
"' i- s o-(e) t<q,.. . (2 .63) 

gives the polarization components, as defined by the Madison 

Conventiont for the scattering of an unpolarized beam of 

spin-1 particles. 

From eqs. (2.46) and (2.57), and using the fact that 

0.(8) and T commute (since they are both diagonal), we have· 
lO 

t (e) 
t:r[Q(e) a+ce) -r, 0 ] 

::=. 

S cr(Q(G) CLt(G)] 10 
(2.64) 

tr[Q(e)y, 0 c..tce)) 
Tio (e) = s tr[CL(e) Q+(e)J 

== (2 .65) 

where T
10

(8) is the vector analyzing power in spherical tensor 

notation 16 ) • Similarly, one can show that 

(2.66) 

. . 
t Note that our choice of co-ordinate system (eqs. (2.39)) is 

different from the standard co-ordinate system laid down by 
the Madison Convention. 
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where T20 (8) is the tensor analyzing power of rank 2 i 5 ). 

The formalism of this section deals explicitly with 

unpolarized beams, but eqs. (2.65) and (2.66) show that the 

formalism applies directly to the case of polarized incident 

beams as well. In section 7 we analyze differential cross 

section and vector analyzing power data of elastic scattering 

of vector-polarized incident particles. As a check we 

relate our functions 0(8) and ti 0 (8), given by eqs. (2.54) 

and (2.63) respectively, to the experimental quantities. 

Referring to the co-ordinate system (2.35), consider the 

vector polarization of the incident beam to be P z . The z ,.__, 

density operator for the spin of the incident beam is then 

given by 

p. == --'-[I+ 3P~ S ] 
1... 2S+ I S+I ~ 

(2.67) 

where I is the identity operator and s, is the operator for . z 

the z-component of ·the spin of the projectile. 

vector-polarized incident beam, we have 

pi: = S+t 
3S 

For a fully 

(2.68) 

The density operator for the spin of the scattered particles 

is given by 

(2.69) 

where Q(e) is defined by eq. (2 .43), therefore the differential 
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cross section for scattering to the left is given by 

o-(L)(G) = tr[p(e)j 
f 

= -'- c tr[Q(e) Cl.t(e)] + 3 ~ tr[O.Ce)s Qt(e)]} 
lS +I t S+ I c i 

(2. 70) 

(2. 71) 

The differential cross section o{R) (8), for scattering to the 

right, is obtained by changing the sign of the second term on 

the right hand side of eq. (2.71). 

We therefore have for the experimentally observed 

(average·) elastic scattering c.ross section, 

{2.72) . 

where 0(8) is given by eqs. (2.52-54), and, using eqs. (2 .. 58) 

and (2.65), we also have the experimentally observed left-

right asymmetry given by 

o-<Ll(e) - dR.)(e) 
2 o-(e) 

= 3 s Fi A ( e) 
S+l ~ 

(2.73) 

(2. 74) 

where A (8) is the vector analyzing power in Cartesian tensor z 
notationie). From eqs. (2.58) and (2.65) we see that 

(2.75) 

According to eqs. (2.68) and (2.74), the left-right asyrrunetry 
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for a fully vector-polarized incident beam is given by A
2

(8). 

Using eqs. (2.56) and (2 .63), thi~ ,gives 
-·:· ... .-. ... 

> • •• 

. I " I (+) (-) 12 
A l ( e) = s ( 2 s + ') a- ( e) L. i: f _1:'. ( e) + F -r ( e) 

. 1: 
(2.76) 
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3. SPIN FORMALISM FOR INELASTIC SCATTERING 

The transition amplitude for inelastic scattering of a 

spin-s projectile by a spin-o target with excitation of a 

low-lying collective (rotational or vibrational) state of 

multipolarity (L,M) is given in first order distorted-wave 

theory 17) by 

(3 .1). 

where the elastic scattering wave functions ~~+f) are given by 
1, 

eq. (2.10), except that the subscripts i and f refer to the 

entrance and exit channels respectively, V(r_, ~t' ~p) is the 

interaction operator for inelastic scattering, ~t and ~p are 

the internal co-ordinates of the target and projectile 

respectively and u is the z-component pf the spin of the 

projectile. 

In the spirit of the optical model approach to elastic 

scattering, one may regard inelastic scattering to low-lying 

collective states as being induced by non-spherical 

deformations of the optical potential 18). This approach 

leads us to consider the following form for the interaction 

operator: 

(3. 2) 
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(N) (C) ) 
where a:LM ( ~t) and a:LM ( ~t) are the deformation parameters l B · 

for the deformation, of ·multipolarity (L,M), of the nuclear 

and Coulomb potentials respectively, 

V(N) (r) 
(N) 

= R dUc. (r) 
0 <l R 

· V ( r) ;::: 
s 

R d U5(r) 

o C> R = 

(3. 3) 

( 3. 4) 

(3.5) . 

and R0 and RC are the nuclear radius and the Coulowb ~harge 

radius respectively. Referring to the optical potential . 
{2.1), U(N) (r) is the nuclear part of U (r)'. In eqs. (3.3) 

c c 

and (3.4) we have assumed that U~N) (r) and U (r) are functions 
c s 

of (r - R0 ) • For the terms in eq. (3.2) describing the 

deformation of the central parts of the optical potential, we 

refer to ref. 18), while for the terms describing the 

deformation of the spin-orbit potential, we refer to ref. 19). 

Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem1 7 ) , we have 

(3.6) 

(3. 7) 

It is convenient to define the nuclear and Coulomb deformation 

parameters ~iN) and ~ic_} respectively, and the corresponding 
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deformation lengths 6 (N) 
L and 6(C) 

L 
by 

. /3 (N) (N) cSr) 
= (Lll~L (~t)!!o) = L Ro 

f3 (C) < L 11 d-.(~)( st) 11 a> 6C::) 
= = Re. . L 

Combining eqs. (3.2-9) we obtain 

where 

- I [- ( (N) 
CLM (\'.::) - .L oL 

· (2L+I)~ 

and 

rL 

aU~N)(r) J(c)~1 1 l2e2 R~2. 
ar + L 2L+\ 

L-1 
Re 

(3. 8) 

C3.9r 

= _!.. 6(N} I c)U:,(r) [YL*'M(t)l·S. + .i!.·S 'fv (~>} • (3.12) 
2. L ( I '.,... - - - - LM 2L+\)l: o • 

With reference to eq. (2.16), it is convenient to rewrite 

the radial wave functions appearing in eq. (2.10) as 

(3.13) 

- l. o:e_ (I<) r ~ ( k r) = e 'l.Q ' (3 .14) 

so that 

"\.Tf (+)( 
I: k S V • r) .. l.. -> ) l-v 

. (t) . M M"" 
= 4 rr L: e (. 0-..e ( k) ~ ~ l.) ( k ) r) ·v (~ ) fl ( Q s \) . k ) ' ( 3 • 15 ) 

kr· l.Q. 'j. -a."'-.lMQ lQ.S J 
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If we write the variables~, k, '\), j, Mand £in eqs. 

(3.15) and (3.16) with the subscripts i and f respectively, 
I 

and use eqs. (2.8), (2.9) and (2.12), we can then make the 

replacement 

(3 .17} 

when we substitute eqs. (3.10-12), (3.15) and (3.16) into eq. 

(3.1). It is convenient to define the functions 

where 

c~) ( r) ;:: 
~(C) 3l1 l2.e2 

L 2L+I 

. (N) 
clj Q j. _.e.(r) 

F F L L 

V.(N) ( r) = 
.1..e.. 

~ 

_c_L:_ r ~Re 
RL+2 

c. 

·L-·I 

~ r ~ Re. 
\"L+l 

- J_ b(N) d [ ( N) (N) 1 V. £ ( r) + V. ( r) 
2 L av- lf- (:. li. .R.i. 

(3 .18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

denotes the nuclear part of the potential Vj.t(r) given by eq. 

( 2 .14) . We define the radial integrals 
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~
oo CF) Cc) ({} 

4 Ti d r r . I) ( kr r) c ( r) ~. fJ ( k. r) 
k k o J x .. ' L l· x· t' 

f- .: F F L t 

{3.21) 

where the superscripts (C) and (N) refer to Coulomb and 

nuclear excitation respectively. 

Writing 

{3.23) 

eq. (3.1) becomes 

(3.24) 

With the reference axes (2. 26) , we have from eq. (2. 6) , 

Mi_ A 
[L (.P.· S.V·'k·) 
Oj. L l > L l - L 

f.. 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 
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where 

St\'\ (e) (3.27) 

we now introduce the conditions of strong absorption in 

the elastic channels. This refers to the £-dependence of 

the reflection coefficients ~J~,f) (k) and is discussed in 

section 2. 

(3. 2.1) ·and 

. n < n ( f) 
X:f ,...., )JQ I 

Under these conditions the radial integrals 

(3.22) are approximately zero for £i ~ £~i) and 

where £~i) and £~f). are .the critical £-values in 

the entrance and exit channels respectively. This is also 

due to phase averaging in the rapidly oscillating integrands 

in eqs. (3.21) and (3.22). We refer to ref. 18 ) for a more 

detailed discussion of this phenomenon. The right hand si~e 

of eq. (3.24) is therefore dominated by those terms for which 

n(i,f) 1 
)J >> • 

0 
As in the case of elastic scattering, it is 

further assumed thats << £(i,f). 
0 

In appendix III the 

angular integral is· evaluated to give, to a good approximation, 

where 

r 
(4-rr);z. 

{ ( iF L d L ' IL 
OMr M·-M O't 't· Ii' 0 .Q·-.R. (J:: rr) c M .R.·-.€ (-in) , (3.28) 

t" l ft.JV l r- 1 , F 
L 

' 
'"t: : j -12 x _ (2x+1)2 (3.29) 
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Substituting eqs. (3.25), (3.26) and (3.28) into eq. 

(3.24) gives 

where 

J· = JI.. + ~ m ~ M - v,. + VF 
> (. L } " 

(3. 31} 

Since uf' ui and m are each an order of magnitude less than 

jf' ji' ££ and £i' we may use the approximations (2.29-31) in 

eq. (3. 30) . Replacing m by (M - ui + uf} , we obtain 

·where 

' 
.J!.. - Jl. 

<. F (3.33) 
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If we define 

(3.34) 

where jf and ji are given by eqs. (3.31), eq. (3.32) becomes 

We now transform to the co-ordinate system (2.35). 

With respect to the new axes, the inelastic scattering 

amplitude is given by 

(3.36) 

. 
Using eqs. (2.38-41) and (3.35) and the relations 

(3.37) 

M L L · L: c-1) c\_ l1:rr) d C1TT'J = 
M MM M.-K 

(3.38) 

eq. (3.36) becomes 

• I 
L-1< c.Tif \ ( 

+(-1) e U -(-e)6 -~o--
L-1-<..-vi. 'K-MJ · Vf.).)i. 

(3.39) 
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dL I Mf M -i.~Tf t~1i. } ( ·- (J:rr) i. (-1) e 1-f __ (e) + e tf _ _ (-e) o_ -
. OM L MVc:, · L-M-Vi 'lf Vi. 

(3. 40) 

where we have used 

(3.41) 

If we now define, using eq. (3.34), 

+·I 
·M dL (' ) -C.=f.°TI = <.. - iT e .P 0 (- e) 

OM l. cHL+.M+:1'. + (3.42) 

= 

x ex pf~ [ ~F (kF) + o_ef' +M ( ki.) +(\e -trr)] JR ~i:+L: £F ..ei:+M+-z: .£f + M(ki: 1 kJ ,_ 
(3.43) 

eq. (3.40) can be written in the form 

f 
(+) M. H ) 

= TLM"·(e) + c-1) rLMV·(e)~6vv· 
VL (. F c. 

in analogy with eq. (2.42) for the elastic scattering 

amplitude. The amplitudes Ti~~(8) are analogous to the 

amplitudes Ti~) (8) given by eq. (3.19) of ref. 7 ). 

(3.44) 

As in eq. (2.42), the superscripts (+) and {-) denote, 

in a semiclassical description, the inelastic scattering 

amplitudes for scattering from the near and far sides of the 

interaction region respectively. According to eq. (3.44), 

the inelastic scattering amplitude is diagonal in the 

z-components u of the projectile spin in the co-ordinate 
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system (2.35). As in the case of elastic scattering, this 

implies tha.t there is no exchange of angular momentum between 

the z-component of the projectile spin and the z-component of 

the orbital angular momentum, but each component u. still has 
l. 

a different amplitude for scattering into" the ·angle e. 

One may therefore interpret the subscripts of the matrix 

in eq. (3.43) as follows. The difference between 

angular momentum j and the orbital angular momentum 

£ is either -u. or u. in both the entrance channel (i) and 
]_ ]_ 

17he exit _ch.annel (f) depending on whether the projectile is 

scattered from the near side or far side of the target 

respectively. Secondly, by conservation of angular momentum 

between the entrance and exit channels, we must have 

j f - j i = P,f - P,i = -M or M depending on whether the projectile 

is scattered from the near side or far side of the target 

respectively. 

The total inelastic'' cross section for exci ta ti on of the 

target nucleus to the collective mode L by an unpolarized 

beam of projectiles is given by 

(3. 45 ). 

where 0LM(9) is the differential cross section for excitation 

of the target nucleus to the collective state (L,M), and is 

given by 

(2s+1)0- (e) 
Lt\ 

(3.46) 
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where the amplitudes BLMT are defined, for kf 

B 
(')(+) M B(-) 

Ll\"1:: = 0 LM't + (-l) L.M'l:: 

= 

= k, I by 
1. 

{3.47) 

(3.48) 

In analogy with eq. (2.48), we may now write the density 

matrix for the spin of the projectiles in the scattered wave 

as 

I I (+) M (-) ll. 
-- BLM)}. + (-l) BLM)}· b)) )). 
2S+I 1.. 1.. f t. 

(3.49) 

and expana it in terms of statistical tensors hLM(8) in the 
Kq 

form 

-
Inverting eq. (3.50) gives 

I 

= (21<.+ 1f5: 2: (3.51) 
.l.>F ).>C: 

(3.52) 

This gives, for example, 

hLM (e) ::::. _t __ L I G c+> + (-1)M Bc-i . \i = (e) 
oo 2S+l LM~ LM£:: 0-LM - • 

~ 

(3.53) 

However, we shall only be dealing with the case in which the 
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polarization of the target nucleus is not observed. This 

implies that we must add the contributions from the different 

magnetic substates M. 

L In analogy with eq. (2.63), the components t (8) (K I o) 
ICq 

of the analyzing power of the reaction are given by 

= 

where 0L(8} is given by eq. (3.45) and 

hL (e) 
'Kq, . (3. 54} 

(3.55) 

The interpretation of the components t and h for Kq K:q· 

elastic scattering, given in section 2, applies directly to 

the components tL and hL for inelastic scattering. In 1Cq Kq 

section 7 we analyze data on inelastic scattering of polarized 

proj~ctiles. By comparison with eq. (2. 72) , we have the 

average inelastic scattering cross section 

(3.56) 

where 0L(e) is given by eq. (3.45). Similarly, by comparison 

with eq. (2.75), the vector analyzing power in Cartesian 

notation is given by 

A~ (e) (3.57) 

Using eqs. (2.55), (3.52) and (3.54), this gives 
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(3.58) 

and, following the discussion in section 2 on asymmetry in 

the elastic scattering cross section, A~(e) gives the 

asymmetry in the inelastic scattering cross section oL(e) for 

a fully vector-polarized incident beam. 
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4. CLOSED-FORM EXPRESSIONS - ELASTIC SCATTERING 

In this section· we derive closed-form analytical 

expressions for the elastic scattering amplitudes f(+) (8) 
T 

(eq. (2.33)) that appear in the expressio11s for the elastic 

scattering cross section 0(8) (eqs. (2.52-54)) and the vector 

analyzing power A ( 8) ( eq. (2. 76) ) • . z 

To obtain eq. (2.32) we have already used the following 

conditions on the S-matrix S. n(k): . . . ]h 

I. The reflection coefficient 'llj £ varies smoothly with £ 

from small values to unity within a transition region of 

"width 11 6 centred on some "critical £-value 11 £ 
0

• 

II. £ >> !'::,,, £ >> 1, £ >> s. 
0 0 0 

To these we add the following condition: 

III. The nuclear phase shift 5J~) varies smoothly with £and 

decreases to zero in the region f,:::::., £0 over a transition 

region of "width 11 t:-,. • 

. conditions I-III are characteristic of heavy ion scattering 

well above the Coulomb barrier where we have strong absorption. 

Under the above conditions we may make the approximation 

(c.f. refs. 6
1

8 )) to eq. (2.33) 

(4 .1) 
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where S (A.) is a continuously differentiable function of 
'T 

A. = £. + ~ and interpolates the S-matrix S £+-r·£, i.e. for all 

positive integral values of £, 

s 
..e+"?:: .e (4. 2) 

We now turn to the -r-dependence of the scattering 

function S (A.) • 
'T 

Return to eq. (2.15) and consider the high~ 

energy approximation to the S-matrix Sjf; generated by the 

potential Vj£(r), regarding it as a central potential dependent 

on the impact parameter b = (£+~)/k and j. 

(c.f. eq. (7.39) of ref. 1 8)) 

This gives 

' (4. 3) 

where b is the point on the (straight·line) trajectory nearest 
,..._ 

to the origin, and k is the direction of the trajectory. 

Referring to eq. (2·.14), we now assume that !Us (r) I << !Uc (r) I 
so that£ may be taken to be independent of j. 

(4.3) then becomes 

S. (k) = 
j ..e. 

Equation 

(4. 4) 

According to eq. (4.3) or eq. (4.4), the phase shifts (real 

or imaginary), due to the different terms in the potential 

v. 0 (r), are additive. 
J XI 

In this approximation therefore, we 

could write 

· ( . [ (N) (N) ' 
Sj_Q. = 'l,,e_ exp ( L2 o:e_ +· 6..e_. + bj..e_ (S.o.)} ~ (4. 5) 
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where, by eqs. (2.14) and (4.4), 

(N) 
6. (s.o.) 

l .R.. 

(oo r LlsCr) 
= _ ~(J(i+1)-...e(,e+1)-s(s.+1)} Jbdr( 2. b1 ).L 

2~'2.k ' · r - 2 

Writing j = JI, + T, we have 

(4.6) 

(4. 7) 

According to condition I we are only concerned with JI, values 

_:;, L, so Joy condition II we may approximate the right hand 

side of eq. (4.7) by TA· The high-energy approximation to 

the elastic scattering function S (A} therefore becomes 
T 

= 

where the "central 11 part S (A) is given by 
c 

s (>.) = c 

., (4. 8) 

(4. 9) 

and the spin-orbit phase shift function 5 CXJ is given by s 

(4 .10) 

In general the spin-orbit potential U (r) is complext which s 

implies that 5 (A) is complex. 
. s 

The main purpose of the above analysis was to obtain the 

t The presence of an imaginary term in t11e spin-orbit potential 
is justified in section 4.4 of ref. 13). 
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T-dependence of the. elastic scattering function S (A) , as 
'r 

given by eq. (4.8), and we use this form irrespective of 

whether the high-energy approximation is valid or not. The 

parametric form of s· ()J that is used in section 6 is 
c 

independent of eq. (4.9), although the parametric form of 

5
8

(\) is based on eq. (4.10). 

It is convenient to write 

where Tic Oc) = I Sc(\) I' 0(\) is the point-charge Coulomb 

scattering phase shift given by 

[
r(.e+± +i-1"'1) J = av-9 
r(..e.+ ~ -C.n) 

where n is the Sommerfeld parameter defined by 

I\ = 
' 

(4 .11) 

(4 .12) 

( 4. 13) 

and 5(N) (A) is the real phase shift due to the nuclear part 
c 

U~N) (r) of the central potential Uc(r). From eqs. (4.8) and 

(4 .11) , we have 

(4.14) 

= ( 4 .15) 

On the basis of our previous assumption that 
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IUs(r) l << jUc(r) I, we now assume that for all values of\, 

IV. I 2s 5 s OJ I << 1 . 

The idea now is to evaluate the scattering amplitudes 

f (+) (8) for any form of the elastic scattering function S (\) 
T T 

obeying conditions I-IV. The methods used follow closely 

those used in the evaluation of the scattering amplitudes 

f+(8) in ref. 6 ) (or f(+) (8) in ref. 8 )). 

Combining eqs. (4.1) and (4.14) and expanding S (\) in 
T 

·powers of 5 (\), we have , s 

(4 .16) 

:;. q,, (±) 
~ (=i='t) f, (G) 
<} =o q, 

(4.17) 

Equation (4.17) amounts to an expansion of the elastic 

scattering ·amplitudes £(+) (8) to different orders in the spin
T 

orbit coupling, similar to the exp~nsion one would obtain by 

treating the spin-orbit coupling in DWBA. 

(+) 
On the basis of assumption IV, ltq+l(8) I is an order of 

magnitude smaller than 1f~±) (9) J so that from eqs. (2.52) and 

(2.54), we have to first order, 

a- (e) =- 1 L I f, (e) + t: ti. ( e) \ 2 
2S+I 1: o 1lJ 

(4 .18) 

I/ (e) )
2 + ~ s(s+1) IP. (ell2. , 

0 -~ 
(4.19) 
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where we have defined 

( 4. 20) 

From eq. (2.76) we have, to first order for the vector 

analyzing power, 

1 L 't \ f, ( e) + 't --?, (e) 1
2 

S(2<;.+l)CY(9)-r 0 I 
(4. 21) 

l:.(s+1) -' - Re [ fl_ (e) ,t."*(e)] 
3 o-(e) To o 1 

(4.22) 

From eqs. (2.60), (2.63) and (2.66), we have to third order 

for the tensor analyzing power of rank 2, 

.l. 
I - [ S- ]1 

sCs+1)0-(e)- sCs+1)(2s+3)(2~-1) 

(4.23) 

( 4. 24) 

According to eqs. (4.22) and (4.24), T20 (8) is an order· .. 

of magnitude smaller than A (8) (or T10 (8)). z This agrees with 

with the analysis in appendix I based on distorted-wave theory. 

We therefore evaluate only 0'(8) and A (8), for which we need z 

the amplitudes ,fro (8) and jr1 (8). 

From eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) we have 
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where we have defined 

{4.27) 

. . + 
'11.he amplitudes .,g.-~-) (8) are identical to the elastic scattering 

amplitu~es f+(8) in ref. 5 ) and f (±) (8) in ref. s). 

From eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) we have by definition 

(4.28) 

We define 

(4.29) 

in analogy with the "absorptive shape function" of refs. 6 ' s), 

which is defined in the above notation as 

(4. 30) 

'rhis modification of Frahn's formalism is due to Kauffmann 9 ). 

Its advantages are discussed after eq. (4.36). 

We now define 

(4.31) 

where 
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A == .R.o +· ± (4.32) 

This is equivalent to 

(4.33) 

Substituting eq. (4.33) into eq. (4.25), using eq. (4.28), 

gives 

'}(t:. c) 
I 

. -c-:+)(e) 
• 00 i.A.~ [sl.n(~+e)]2 ~ c~+e) = _1._. J.i.m ~ d r. 

~+l.E. 
e 

1 n €.--+ 0+ -oo si.n (e) R. 
( 4. 34) 

i c-)(e) Jli.t"r1 ~ 00 d~ 
'}(61=) i..A ~ [-;~~(~-e)J i ~ (2--e) = r:+i.E:. 

e , 
0 2 TT (-"> o+ -oo 

s1..n(e) R (4.35) 

where 

( 4. 36) 

is the amplitude for Rutherford scattering. 

The advantage of Kauffmann's modification is that the 

effect of the central nuclear potentials (real and imaginary) 

is contained in the function }(L,z) while fR ( 8) is now the 

amplitude for scattering by a Coulomb potential only. Since 

the stationary phase approximation to fR(8) is used in refs. 618), 

one no longer has to assume monotonicity of the functiont 

d 6(N) 
Ge.(:>..!= 2-rcrc).)+ (~)] 

d ;\ ... c (4.37) 

t The function 8c ()...) is the total quantal deflection function 
in the absence of spin-orbit coupling. 
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since only the Coulomb phase shift o(A) appears in the phase 

of the integral in eq. (4.36) and the Rutherford deflection 

function 2 do(A)/dA is monotone decreasing. This is 

important in the scattering of light and medium ions when the 

effect of the real nuclear potential is c'omparable to that of 

the Coulomb potential for those partial waves which are not 

strongly absorbed. In fitting the data in section 7, the 

quantal deflection function e (\) had a pronounced dip in 
c 

some cases, corresponding to refraction caused by the real 
. 

~uclear potential. For heavy ions the Coulomb potential 

tends to mask the effect of the real nuclear potential to the 

extent that the deflection function e ()J is monotone 
c 

decreasing for A ~ A. 

Because of conditions I and III, !s(6z) I is a broad peak 

of width proportional to 6- 1 and is therefore a slowly varying 

function compared VJi th the rest of the integrand in the 

integrals in eqs. (4.34) and (4.35). These may be evaluated 

using the methods of ref. 6 ) or ref. 8 ), giving, correct to 

. -~ order M 

-i:te) = t FR (e) - 1-[~(eR-e)][~~(e) -~~;~(e)J) 0 ~eR (4.38} 

f (+) (e) 
(+) 

:: }[L:-.(eR.-e)] F~co (e) e ~ eR. (4.39) 
0 

f<-) (e) 
(-) 

= 'J[11(e~+e)] F- Ce) Ve , (4 .40) 
Q sco 

where eR is the critical angle for Rutherford scattering,. and 

is defined by 
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·where 

where 

e~ (.A.) 
II 

qo ' + + L-'- GR.(.A.) (e-e )2 = 3[ G~ (.A-)) 
2 

2.A. 8~(.A.) 6 [- e~ (.A-)]3 p, 

II 

(\I 

I 6)R. (.A.) 
= a + -

o () [e~,C.A.)]2 

e -eP- ~ ..L Tr' + 
uo ':. 

[-2 8~(.A-)]~ 
e 

' 

The asymptotic form of r>(eR-8) is given by 
< 

r ... (e -e) 
~ R. 

-I 
= (e~-e) 

(4.47) 

(4. 48) 

(4.49) 

( 4. 50) 

(4.~l) 

(4.52) 

(4.53) 

The errors in eqs. (4.44-46) are of order n-1, where n is the 

Sommerfeld parameter (eq. (4.13)), over the whole angular 

range, or A- 1 in the asymptotic regions defined by 

I 

e11- + e >'"7 12 8~ C A)l 2 (4. 54) 

In deriving eqs. (4.44-46), the stationary phase 

approximation to fR(8) is used as an intermediate step. 
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This is given by 

(4.55) 

where >-.
8 

is the stationary phase point defined by 

(4.56) 

Using 

(4.57) 

we have 

{ 4. 58) 

(4.59) 

therefore 

ao 
A n2+ .A.'- fl+ L A.2 (e-eR)2j ~ -- + , 
3n 4-nA . 3n 

(4. 60)· 

QI - ao + 
.A.. ...... 
6n 

, (4.61) 

Uo z (n'-+A.'2.)-}:(e-e )ei:~Tf 
' 4h R 

(4.62) 

t'\ --
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We now turn to. the functions f~+) ( 8) defined by eq. 

(4.26). 

Conditions I and III on the S-matrix S . n and eq . ( 4 . 14) Jx, . 

imply that the (complex) spin-orbit phase shift 5 (A) decreases 
s 

to zero in the region \ -~ A. We denote the width of the 

transition region of 5 (\) by 6 . s s 
In subsection 6.1 we take. 

5 OJ to be proportional to the derivative of a Woods-Saxon s 

function of width 6 ::: 6 and critical \-value A :::. A. s s 
'11his 

is shown in subsection 6.1 to be a reasonable parameterization, 

at least on the basis of the high-energy approximation (4.10) 

for 5 (\) and with a Thomas-Fermi form for U (r}. 
s . s· 

Using eq. (4.14) it is convenient to write 

(4.64) 

The modulus of this term has the form of a narrow peak at 

some value \ = A and "width 11 ::5. 6. The amplitudes .f~+) ( 8) 

are therefore of diffractive origin. Since the main 

contribution to the integral in eq. (4.26) comes from the 

region around A = A, we evaluate this integral simply by 

expanding the phase lf+(\,8), given by eq. (4.27), about the 

point A - A to first order in (\-A), and integrating. 

To order (\-A) 2 , we have 

(4.65) 

where 

( 4. 66) 
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so that, from eqs. (4.26) and (4.64), we have to order A- 1 , 

' 
(4.67) 

where 

Gr(~) ( 4. 68) 

To summarize the results of this section, we have 

o-(e) = ~(e) + oi(e) , (4.69} 

where 

(4.70) 

gives the differential cross section without spin-orbit 

coupling and 

(4.71) 

gives the correction due to spin-orbit coupling; 

= - 1 -1=..(s+i)Re[_.f,(e) .P.*(e)], 
a-Ce) 3 o 1f1 . -

(4.72) 

where 
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~o(e) = ~R (e) + 'K~e) t ex.p[i.<f+(A;e)] f((eR.-e) }[ 6(eR.-e)] 

+ exp[i. cp_ (.A.,e)] e '+e }[A(ep._+e)] ~ e ~ eR , (4.73) 
R. 

-§: ( e) = -r<.~el f exp[Lcp+(.A.,e)} l'>(eR.-e) 3'[b(eR.-e)] 
0 

+ exp[i. cp_(.A.,e)} I 3' [ c. ( eR + e)) ) e ~ e~ , (4.74) 
er<.+e 

where 

1<.(e) (4.76) .. 

The phase functions 'f'+ (eq. (4.27)) are linear functions 

of e while the functions r> (eq. (4.47)) have the simple 
< 

asymptotic form given by eq. (4.53). The function 3', defined 

by eq. (4.31), incorporates the effects of refraction, surfaGe 

reflection and absorption due to the nuclear part U(N) (r) of 
c 

the central part U (r} of the optical potential (2.1). The c 

function G, defined by eq. (4.68), includes in addition the· 

effects of the spin-orbit part of the optical potential. 

Both functions '3' and G involve the Coulomb potential only 

through the critical angles ~ and eR which appear in the 

+ - + arguments 8R. - 8 and 8R - 8 respectively. 

It can be seen from eqs. (4. 73) and (4. 74) that the 

functions :N.6(8R + e)] to a large extent govern the structure 

of o 0 (8) since their relative magnitudes control the strength 
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of the oscillations coming from the phases exp[i?f!+{A,8)], 

while their asymptotic behaviour governs the rate of fall-off 

of o0 (9) at large angles. The functions G ( 8R + 8) determine 

the angular dependence of 01(8) in a similar way. 

A more detailed discussion of the' differential cross 

section o(G) and the vector analyzing powe;r A
2

(9) is given in 

section 6 when·th.e functions }(6z) and G(z) are evaluated 

explicitly for specific forms of S(N) (\) and 5 (~). 
c . s 
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5. CLOSED FORM EXPRESSIONS - INELASTIC SCATTERING 

In this section we derive closed-form analytical 

expressions for the inelastic scattering amplitudes BLMT 

(eqs. (3.47) and (3.48)) that appear in the expressions for 

the inelastic.cross section oL(e) (eqs. (3.45) and (3.46)) 

and the vector' analyzing power AL(e) (eq. (3.58)). z 

The radial integrals R~ n • n (kf,k.) appearing on the 
J f x,,fJ i x,,i ]. 

r:ight hand side of eq. (3.43) are given by eqs. (3.21-23). 

We approximate the radial integrals for Coulomb excitation 

(3.21) by means of the Sopkovich prescription 20 ) which amounts 

to factoring out the nuclear distortion of the radial wave 

functions in the initial and final channels. This gives 

(5 .1) 

where 

(5.2) 

are the radial integrals for Coulomb excitation formed with 

the regular Coulomb wave functions F jJ, (k; r) (ref. 2 i)) . As 

explained in section 3, the conditions of strong absorption 

in the entrance and exit channels imply that the radial 

integrals (3.21) and (3.22) need only be evaluated for large 

values of jJ,. and jl,f. ]. 
This implies that the interior part 

(r ~ R ) of the form c factor C (C) (r) 
L (eq. (3.18)) is 
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unimportant since it has poor overlap with the radial wave 

functions Fl and F£. due to centrifugal repulsion. 
f l. 

We may 

therefore write 

(5. 3) 

where 

(5. 4) 

are standard integrals of Coulomb excitation theory 22). For 

the same reason these integrals may be evaluated using the 

WKB approximation, giving2 2) 

(5. 5) 

where 

(5.6) 

(5. 7) 

(5. 8) 

The Coulomb integrals ILM({T,~) are defined and tabulated in 

ref. 22 ), but under the conditions A. >> n and$-<< (2~)- 1 , one 

can make the approximation (see eqs. (IIE.79) and (IIE.82) of 

ref. 22 )) 
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2 rr s 1:( L-M-i) -( i rr+ ~)~ 
=. r [ 't(L;-f-M)] -(2-_)..-.-)_-~-{L_+_M_+_t_) e $- = ~ (5 9) 

~ . . 
. n 

The following considerations ·apply to the radial 

integ'rals for nuclear exci ta ti on: 

It is possible to extend the Austern-Blair theory 23), 

which deals with deformations of central potentials, .to 

include deformations of a spin-orbit potential of the form 

U (r) £·s. s ,...., ,...., Referring to the elastic scattering formalism of 

section 2,. it is .possible to apply the Aus tern-Blair relations 

directly to each component j of the total angular momentum. 

This gives first of all the exact relation 

i E" 
1k. ' 

where R denotes any parameter of the potential Vj,e(r) 

(5 .10) 

(eq. (2.14)) and Sj,e(k) is the elastic S-matrix (eq. (2.18)). 

For our purposes the parameter R is the radius of the nuclear 

potentials appearing in Vj,e(r). For this reason we may 

'N) 
replace V. n (r) by V ~ n (r) (eq. (3. 20)) on the left hand side 

J ~ J h 

of eq. (5.10), and since the point-charge Coulomb scattering 
, 

'phase shifts o,e(k) are independent of R, we may factor out 

the phase exp[i2op,(k)J. Using eq. (2.18), this gives 

= u: d s~~)(k) 
1k 'dR 

(5.11) 

It is assumed that the dependence of V ~N) (r) on r and R 
J p, 

involves only r-R so that 
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(N) 
dV.i.€. (r) 

cir 
( 5 . 12) 

It is also assumed that t;:he £-dependence of S~~) involves 
]h 

only £-£
0

, where .e
0 

is the critical £-value of section 2, and 

that the semiclassical relation ,£
0 

+ ~ = kR holds, where k is 

the wavenumber. we therefore have 

(N) 

a Sj,e_ ( 'd.£0 ) -----::::: d..e aR. 

c;ombining eqs. (3 .19), (3. 22) and (5 .11-13), we have 

According to eqs. (3.34) and (3.31) we require the 

radial integrals (3.21) and (3.22) for which jf - f,f = 'T 

{5.13) 

(5 .14) 

- . () - J· -/J•• 
1 1 

Equation (5.14) gives us an approximate formula for the radial 

integrals (3.22) in the limit 'T = o and kf = ki. 

As discussed in section 3, the radial integrals (3.23) are 

approximately zero for £. ~ f,(i} and ,e ~ 
1 0 f 

Furthermore, 

we consider only excitation of the target nucleus to collective 

states of low values of Land M (equal to 2,4, ... ) so that 

<< o where we define 
""c 

(5 .15) 

Concerning the radial integrals (3.22), the overlap of the 

· radial wave functions fJ. n (k, r) and the functions C (N) 
X; Lj f f,fj ' ,e. 

- l J_ 

for f,i and f,f greater than f,c is weak because of centrifugal 
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repulsion. The radial integrals (3.22) are therefore 

localized in orbital angular momentum space about the 

critical value J!c. We need only those radial integrals for 

= j. - f!. , and these are localized in total 
i i . 

angular momentum· space about the value f! ·+ -r. . c 

On the strength of these considerations we make the 

approximation 

which is equivalent to eq. (5.14) when f!f = f!i and kf = ki. 

With -r = o eq. (5.16) reduces to an approximation due to 

Hahne7• 24 ) for the inelastic scattering of .spin-o projectiles. 

We now evaluate the inelastic scattering amplitudes 

T(+) (8) (eq. (3.42)) using methods similar to those used in 
.LMT 

ref.7) in the evaluation of the corresponding amplitudes 

Ti~) (9), and analogous to the methods used in section 4 for 

the elastic scattering amplitudes f (+) (8). 
'T 

As we are dealing with inelastic heavy ~on scattering 

near and above the Coulomb barrier and with excitation of 

low-lying collective states, we have k ~ k. ~ kf. We 
. i 

therefore replace ki and kf by k wherever they appear, except·· 

in the expression for the adiabaticity parameter~ (eq. (5.7)). 

From eqs. (5.1), (5.3) _,and (5.5) we therefore have 
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Combining eqs. (3.23), (5.16) and (5.17), we make the 

following replacements in eq. (3.43), 

-rr-t;2{(/_3_(kRc.)L-II (9-s)S(l\1.) (k)-i..lNlas..e+i:.e(I<)) (5.18) 
M. ( L 2L+I n L±M ' 1!.+'"1:12.. . !- d...Q. ' ' 

(5 .19) 

where P, = ~ ( P,i + P,f) = P,f + ~M and S ~~) (k) is i1ow an average of 
]h . 

the elastic scattering matrices for the entrance and exit 

channels. 

We next replace the summation over P,f in eq. (3.43) by 

an integral over the continuous variable A 

the replacements 

.s(N} s<Nl() L20£ i.2.o-C>..)(5.20) 
..Q+1:.R..~ +1:).' e ~e. , 

in analogy with the interpolating functions of section 4. 

Equation (3.43) then becomes . 

TC±) .(e) = 
LM "?: 

where 7+{A,8) is given by eq. (4.27) and 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 
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where 

(5.23) 

6(C) 3 ( k R )L-1 (N) 
== L -- __ c s_,.,. (.A) IL+M(~)'s) 

2L+I n + ,_ -
(5.24) 

refer to nuclear and coulomb excitation respectively. By 

comparison with eq. (4.15) we write 

Because of assumption IV of section 4, we expand_ 

This amounts 

to ignoring second-order projectile-spin-orbit coupling 

effects in the distorted waves. As for elastic scattering, 

this approximation is sufficient for calculating the 

differential cross section 0L(8) and the vector analyzing 

power -AL ( 8) . 
z 

where 

We can therefore write 

'. c<N) D(N) ( ) 
-LOL c. A ' 

(5. 26) 

{5.27) 

(5.28) 
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where D(N) (A} is defined by eq. (4.29) and 
c 

= 6((.) _3 - ( k Re. ·)L-1 
CL L 2.L+I h 

It is convenient to work with the amplitudes Bi,:~ 

(5.29) 

(5. 30) 

(5.31) 

defined by eq. (3.48). From eq. (5.21) these are given by 

= (5.32) 

where 

(5.33) 

::: 
i-!,- M(rr-e) 

---.L YLM (1. rr ,o)e -· • 
(2L+ 1) '2. 

(5.34) 

. Substituting eqs. (5.22), (5.26) and (5.27) into eq. 

(5.32), we can write, in symbolic notation, 

where 

( 5 • 36) 



B< 5,±) (N) = 
LM 

56 

(5.38) 

Equations (5.36-38) give the amplitudes for the central part 

of the nuclear excitation, Coulomb excitation and the first 

order spin orbit part of the nuclear excitation respectively. 

Equation (5.39) gives, to first order, the spin orbit 

correction to the amplitude for Coulomb excitation. 

Because of conditions I-IV, given in section 4, on the 

functions S~N) (\} and 5s(\), the functions Nie)(\) and Nis) (\), 

defined by eqs. (5.28) and (5.29), are sharply peaked in 

\-space at the points \ = A and \ = A respectively. The 

product CL±.M(\) 5s(\) S~N) (\) is also sharply peaked at \=A 

since the \-dependence of the function IL±M(~.~) is slow 

compared with that of S~N) (\) and 6s (\}. We may therefore 

expand the phase function ~+(\,8) about \=A to first order 

and integrate to get, from eq. (5. 36) , 

where 1e(8) is defined by eq. (4.76) and )(.6z) is defined by 

eq. ( 4. 31) • 

From eq. (5.38), after expanding o/+(\,8) to first order 
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about :\. = A, we obtain 

() 
_ i.<p+(.X,e) rood Ncs)(..,) i.(;>..-.i\)(eR+e) 

ljLM e 'K(B) e - j_OQ >. L " e (5. 41) 

(5.42) 

(5.43) 

where ~(8) and G(z) are defined by eqs. (4.76) and (4.68) 

respectively. Similarly, from eq. (5.39), 

In order to evaluate the integral in eq. (5.37) for the 

near-side (+) amplitude, it is necessary to distinguish 

between the "illuminated" and "shadow" angular regions as 

follows: 

where 

Bee,+) (cs) = 
LM 

(5. 45) 

(5. 46) 
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<:! L M (e) ( 00 i. (N) J icp+C>-,e) 
= ( . e).!. ~ d:\ A.2. CLM()J[Sc (>.)-1 e 

2.rr <;Ln 2. o • 
(5.47) 

The amplitudes Bi~,+) (C), Bi~,+) (C[S-1]) and Bi~,+) (CS) 

are similar to the amplitudes Bi~) (E), Bi~) (E[~-1]) and 

Bi:) (E~) respectively of ref. 7 ), except for the replacements 

the last two of which are discussed in section 4. 

By the. methods of refs. 61718 ) we obtain 

where fR (8) and )~8 are defined by eqs. (4.36) and (4.56) 

respectively; 

= i.<j (e)1<.(G)( (.A.)(eR..+eteicp_(..tt.,e))[c:.(eo+e)] 
LM L-M " 

where 

where 

(5. 49} 

(5.52) 

(5.53) 



a(o) = 
LM ' 
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~..L Tl 
4 xe 

with ')'{u
0
), a

0 
and a

1 
defined by eqs. (4.48), (4.49) and 

(4.50) respectively, and 

e = ---
LM G)~ (.A.) 

It can.be shown7 > that for large values of jxj, 

Gr (lx.1) ,.._. 
LM 

-I 
lxl . 

(5.54) 

(5. 55) 

(5.56) 

(5.57) 

We summarize the results.of this section as follows: 

Using eqs. (3.47), (5.35) and (5.45) we write 

== BC+) ( e) + (-1{1 BC-) ( e) 
LM"1:'.. LML: 

{5 .58) 

= Bee) Ce) + ~ Bes). (e) 
LM LM . 

(5 .• 59) 

where 

{5.60) 
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Ve , (5 .62) 

'flle amplitude Bi~) (9) is the total inelastic scattering 

amplitude for spin-o projectiles, .while Bi~) is the total 

first-order correction term due to spin--orbit coupling for 

the projectile spin. 

From eqs. (3.45), (3.46) and (5.59) we now have for the 

total differential cross section for inelastic scattering of 

multipolarity L, 

= -' - 2: jB~c.~ (e) + t:: B~~ (e)]
2 

2.S+I M-r · 
J • 

(5.63) 

(5.64) 

From eqs. (3.58) and (5.59) we have for the corresponding 

vector analyzing power, 

AL (e) I (C.) (~) 1
2 

(5. 65) = 'L 't: B LM (e) + '1:: Bu./e) t s_(2s+1) <rde) M, C:: 

= 2:..(s+1) I L R . [ B (C) ( ) B (<;) *( ) } (5. 66) 
3 crL(e) M 

e LM e LM e 
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6. PARAMETRIC MODEL OF THE SCATTERING FUNCTION 

6.1 Elastic scattering function 

In order to analyze experimental data using the results 

of sections 4 and 5, we have to evaluate the functions S(~z) 

(eq. (4.31)) and G(z) (eq. (4.68)) for a specific form of the 

scattering function S (A). 
T 

Recall from eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) that we write 

(6 .1) 

= (6. 2) 

-
where the function S (\) interpolates the elastic S-matrix 

'T 

In view of condition~ I and III given in 

section 4, it would be convenient to parameterize the 

functions ~ (\) and 5(N) (\) by 
. c c 

-I 
=<:([\+exp(>-~)) • (6.;3) 

This parameterization is given by Mcintyre et al.,25 ) and for 

small. values of o:: it is equivalent to the Strong Absorption 

Model (SAM) of ref. 2 ) • 

From eq. (4.37) the quantal deflection function 8 (A) 
c 

may be written as 

(6 .4) 
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where 

{6. 5) 

is the Rutherford deflection function, and from eq. (6.3), 

{6. 6) 

is the nuclear deflection function due to the central nuclear 

potentials. Thus for a: > o e (N) (A.) has a dip of "width II 6 
c 

with a mil'}.imum value - i a: at the point A. = A. This 

corresponds to refraction due to a real, attractive nuclear 

potential. For a: < o @(N) (A.) has a peak which would 
c 

correspond to dominant surface reflection. This may occur if 

the diffuseness of the real or im~ginary part of the optical 

potential is very small compared with the local wave-number of 

the radial wave function at the nuclear surface. 

In appendix IV it is shovm that in the high-energy 

approximation (eqs. (4.9) and (4.10)) with a woods-Saxon form 

for U (r) and a Thomas-Fermi· form for U (r), the 
c s 

parameterization (6.3) of 5(N) (A.) implies the following form 
c 

for 5 (A.) : s 

(6. 7) 

We allow 5 (>J to have a width 6 and a critical \-value A s s s 

different from those of 5 (N) (/...) and n (>J since optical model 
C 'IC 

calculations 10126 • 27128 ) indicate that the widths and radii 
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of the spin-orbit potential are less than those of the central 

potentials. We allow K to be a complex constant since we 

expect the spin-orbit potential to modify the absorptive as 

well as the refractive effects of the central potentials. 

From condition IV of section 4 and eq. (6. 7), we must have 

111-.1 << ~ (6. 8) 

In order to simplify the form of the function }(6.z) 

-defined by eq. (4.31), we introduce the following 

parameterization 131 29 ) of S~N) OJ, which is roughly equivalent 

to eqs. (6.3), namely 

For small a eq. (6.9) is equivalent to eqs. (6.3) and 

therefore also equivalent to the SAM and Mcintyre forms. 

From eqs. (6 .. 1), (6·.2) and (6.9) we have in general 

The functions ~c(A) and 6c(A) are monotonic for !al 
We restrict a to the interval (- ~ 7T, ~ 7r) • 

1 
< 2 7T. 

(6. 9) 

(6. 10) 

(6 .11) 

The function }(6.z) (eq. (4.31)) is evaluated in appendix 

V to give 
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fT~~ cl..£::.~ 

= sLnh(rr.oz) e. (6 .12) 

Similarly, the function G(z) (eq. (4.68)) is evaluated in 

appendix VI. 

The critical angle eR is given by eqs. (4.41), from 

which it can be seen that eR increases with increasing n/A 

and is therefore indicative of the strength of the Coulomb 

interaction. In the limit in which the Sommerfeld parameter 

n (eq. (4.13)) tends to zero for constant A (then-limit of 

ref. 6
)) we have therefore eR -+O and the "illuminated region" 

(8 ~ 8R) is unimportant. This corresponds either to the 

scattering of neutral particles or to the scattering of 

.·charged particles at higher ene.rgies. In contrast we have 

the C-limit 6 > in which n-+ oo and A-+ oo with n/A (or 8R) 

constant. This corresponds to the scattering of heavy ions 

at medium energies. In'this case the illuminated region 

extends over an appreciable part of the angular distribution. 

6. 2 Elastic sea ttering amplitudes - illumina.ted region 

Substituting eqs. (4.53) and (6.12) into eq. (4.73), we 

have 

~ cp_(A>e) t1..L:l.e 

+ e c;.i.h:[rrA(eR..+e)] J eR. - e >> A._, . ( 6. 13) 

/ 

Since ia:I 1 
< 2 7T we see that eR and /';,. have the effect of damping 

the second term in the braces [ } relative to the first term 
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and causing the first term to become small as 8-+ O. We 

therefore have approximately 

i.e. ao (e) 

a-R. (e) 

where a 0 (8} is defined by eq. (4.70). 

e ~a , (6 .14) . 

Oscillatory structure in a 0 (8) comes from the interference 

between the first two terms on the right hand side of eq. 

(6.13) and these (Fresnel) oscillations are damped as 8-+ 0 

(see refs. 6113 )). According to eq. (6.13) the parameter a 

opposes or enhances the damping of the Fresnel oscillations 

towards smaller angles 8 depending on whether a > o (nuclear 

refraction) or a < o (predominance of surface ·reflection over 

nuclear refraction) . 

At the critical angle eR, it can be shown 6 ) that 

(6 .15) 

(/ 

From eqs. (4.71), (4.75) and (VI.11), we see that the spin-

orbit correction term a (8) is largest in 
1 . ' 

tile vicinity of the 

angle~, but a1 (~). << a 0 (~) since !Kl << 1. 

since A~ A so, in the illuminated region, a
0

(_8) -+ aR (8) as 

8··-+ 0 while a
1 

( 8) -+ 0 thereby becoming even more insignificant. 

For the purposes of this discussion we therefore ignore a
1

(8) 

in the illuminated region. 

Similarly, from eq. (4.72), one can see that A
2

{8) = O(!Kj) 

and that A
2 

(8) -+ 0 as 8-+ 0. This is confirme~ by the 

experimental data in which, in all cases, the vector analyzing 
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power A (8) is several orders of magnitude less than unity in 
z 

this ~ngular region. However, there is some oscillatory 

structure and this is discussed below. 

Since the illuminated region is of particular interest 

when the Coulomb interaction is strong, we consider the case 

when 8R is large enough so that, for 0 < 8 ~ eR I 

We further approximate f'o (8) in the angular region 8R - 8 >> A- 1 

by fR (8). From eqs. (4.72) and (4.67) we therefore have 

approximately 

-\ o <. e ~< eR. - ..A.. • {6 .17) 

Using eq. (4.55), the Rutherford scattering amplitude can 

be written as (c.f. ref. 8 )) 

( 6 . 18) 

where 

{6 .19) 

and where C+(e,e) is defined in ref.8). A . 

a slowly varying function of e, we replace it by its value at 
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e = eA I giving 

I 

c+ce,eA) ~ [-Ae~(A)r2 (6.20) 

Combining eqs. (6.17-20) and taking cp+(A,B) = <p+(/\.,8), since 

f\. ~ f\., we have 

(6.21) 

The term in braces ( }, because of the exponent of argument 

. ( 2 1 ) 
l.U +47f I gives oscillations of Fresnel type similar to 

those that appear in the differential cross section. 

has already been shown for spin-~ particles 3 > .) 

6.3 Elastic scattering amplitudes - shadow region 

(This 

Substituting eqs. (4.53) and (4.74) into eq. (4.70), we 

have 

( ) 
1<.

2
(e) I ( '}[6(ep_:-e)] i..cp_JA,e) :1-[c.(eR.+e)] iq>_(.A,e))l 2 

e-eR"";.'7.A' (6 • 22 )· o;e- ki ( e~-e e + eR.+e e ) 

Subst~tuting eq. (6.12' into (6.22) gives 

<:J...A9 i. cp_ (A.,e) 

1

. 2 
e . e 

si.l"lh[rr.c.(e-1-ep.)] f 
-I e - e '>? .A. • 

R (6.23) 
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For 7T6 I e - eR I > l eq .. (6 .23) gives 

From eqs. (4.71) and (4.75) we have 

and from eqs. (4. 72), (4. 74) and (4. 75), 

A (e) ·= _1 _ ± (s+i) 'K(e) 1<.ce) 
:t . o-(e> 3 k 2 

(6.26} 

where we have used the abbreviations 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

To simplify the discussion of o (8), we take only the 
0 

term, in the expression (VI .11) for G (z) , that dominates at 

large values of \zl. From the asymptotic forms (VI.16) and 

(VI .17) we have, provided 6
8 

< 6. or ex > o, 

~ §; 0 ' 
(6.29) 
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where 

a - (6. 30} 

Equation (6.29) is only valid for integral values of /'J/6 . s 

Using eq. (6.29), eq:. (6.25) becomes 

' 
(6. 31) 

where 

f. (e) ..., 

(6.32) 

In eq. (6.32) we have dropped a constant overall phase factor 

and have used the abbreviations (6.28). 

Concerning the differential cross section 0(8) and the 

vector analyzing power A (9), we consider separately the -z 

following cases which are relevant to the analysis of the 

experimental data: 

case (a) e2TI68R >> 

case (b) e2n68R >> 

case (c) 2r.68R e -

1 and e2n6s8R 

1 and e 2n6s8R 

0 (1) and e2n6s8R 

>> 

= 

= 

1 

0 (1) 

0 (1) 

(6.33a) 

(6. 33b) 

(6.33c) 
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The features of the cross section ratio and the vector 

analyzing power that are characteristic of these three cases 

are discussed in more detail below and are illustrated in 

figs. 1 and 2. The curves are calculated using the formulae 

(4.69-75) with }(L~z) and G(z) given by eq.s. (V.9) and (VI.11) 

respectively and for various parameter values. Figures 1 

and 2 are calculated assuming parameters characteristic of 

the Fresnel and Fraunhofer regions of elastic scattering 

respectively. 

Case (a) : 

This corresponds to the C-limit of ref. 6
). In this 

case the first term in braces [ } in eqs. (6.23) or (6.24) 

dominates the second and. o
0

(8) falls off, at sufficiently 

large angles, like exp [ -2 ( n + o:) 68] . 

Since jKj << 1, o1(8) is an order of magnitude less than 

o0 (8) near the critical angle 8R· According to eqs. (6.31) 

and (6.32), o 1 (8) falls off at large angles like exp(-2ni'is8) 

so that if 6s < 6, o1 (8) may become noticeable beyond some 

large angle, having the effect of decreasing the rate of 

fali-off of a(8). Up to this point, the ratio 0(8)/oR (8) 

has the characteristic form of a Fresnel diffraction pattern 

p~tte:rnB, s, 13). 

If we take 0(8) ~ a (8) and A :::::: A in eq. (6.26) with 
0 s 

o
0

(8), }(6z). and G(z) given by eqs. (6.24), (6.12) and (6.29) 

respectively, we get for the vector analyzing power 
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Elastic scattering cross section ratio cr/crR and 
vector analyzing power A calculated from eqs. 
(4.69-75) ~sing eqs. (6.12) and (VI.11) for various 
parameter values. Since cr/crR is similar for each 
case, it is shown only once at the top of each 
column. The common parameter values are A= 16.0, 
6 = 1.5 and a: = o. The remaining parameters are 
tabulated below. 

(b) (c) (d) (e) (g) (h) ( i) (j) 

16.0 16.0 14.5 14.5 16 .o 16.0 14.5 14.5 

.2 .2i .2 .2i .2 .2i .2 .2i 

1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 
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Elastic scattering cross section ratio o/oR and 
vector analyzing power A calculated from eqs. 
(4.69-75) using eqs. (6.12) and (VI.11) for various 
parameter values. Since 0/ oR is similar for each 
of the cases (b)-(d) it is shown only once at the 
top of each column ·(similarly for cases (f)-(h)). 
The common parameter values are A = 11.0 and 
b. = 1.0. The remaining paramete.rs are tabulated 
below. 

(b) (c) (d) (f) (g) (h) 

ex 0 0 0 .5 .5 .5 

As 11.0 11.0 10.0 11.0 11.0 10.0 

.6.s .5 .5 1.0 1.0 1.0 .5 

K .1 .li .1 1 .li .1 • ..l. 
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x (6. 34) 

where Kr and Ki are the real and imaginary parts of K 

respectively. Equation (6.34) shows that beyond the critical 

angle eR I Az(e} rises at least linearly with e and 

exponentially if a > o or 6. < /'::,,. s 
This formula is valid only 

if a> o or 6.s < 6. and only if o1 (8) << o
0

(e). 

~ngles may therefore have to be excluded. 

Very large 

For a = o, 6. = 6. and A = A we get, on substituting the s s 

exact expressions for 'J(6.z) (eq. (V.9)) and G(z) (eq.· (VI.11)) 

into eq. (6. 26) , 

-\ 
e-e~ >"'7'A , (6.35) 

where we have approximated 0(8) by 0
0

(8). 

These effects are illustrated in figs. l(a-e) which show 

the vector analyzing power calculated assuming purely real and 

purely imaginary spin-orbit phase shifts, and for A = A and 
s 

A < A· s 

Case (b) : 

This 

that 6.s < 

case is of interest when 

6. since we expect to have 

-
6s 8R < 6.8R which implies 

- -A.:::. A i.e. 8R > eR~ In 

this case o
0

(8) has the same form as in case (a), but in eq. 

(6. 32) we see that the two terms in the braces ( } are of the 
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J 

same order of magnitude. This implies that 0
1

(8), given by 

eq. (6. 31), will show regular oscillations, of period 

TI/ (A- -y6 ) = TI/ A , coming from the interference between the s s . + . 
two components J~-) (8) of /

1
(8). Similarly, from eq. (6.29) 

we see that the two terms G+ exp (iy+) on the right har.d side 

of eq. (6.26) will interfere to give similar oscillations in· 
' 

A
2

(8). These are therefore also due to the interference 

between the components ~~+) (8). 

Recall from section 2 that the labels (+) and (-) refer 

·r:espectively to the amplitudes for.scattering from the near 

and far sides of the interaction region. we therefore 

conclude that in situations of type (b), the regular 

oscillations in a (8) and A (8), in the shadow region, are of 
1 z 

Fraunhofer type, and are due to the interference between the 

near- and far-side components of the spin-orbit correction 

term -&'1 (8) of the scattering amplitude. 

As in case . (a) the inf.luence of 0
1 

( 8) may only be 

noticeable at large· angles and only if 6
5 

< 6. We consider 

in more detail the case in which a
1 

(8) << a
0 

(8). The 

differential cross section 0(8) therefore has tl}e same 

general form as in case (a),·but from eqs. (6.24), (6.26) and 

(6.29), we obtain for the vector analyzing power, 

where we have taken A ~ A and where . s 
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A t r 1 l' 11As )] = 1<.r + "Ki. cmL 2 ~ - o<. 

(6.37) 

where K and K. are the real and imaginary parts of the spin-r 1 

orbit coupling strength K respectively. Equation (6.36) 

shows thatA (G) is the same as in case (a} (eq. (6.34)), z 

except for the two additional oscillatory terms of period n/A, 

which are damped relative to the non-oscillatory term by the 

factor [ (.8 + 8R)/ ( 8 - 8R)] exp (-2m~s GR) • 

These effects are illustrated in figs. l(f-j). Over the 

angular range plotted, no oscillatory structure is visible in 

the differential cross section since o (8) << o (8), but the 
1 0 

Fraunhofer-type oscilla~ions discussed above are seen in the 

vector analyzing power A (8). . z For 8 < 8R one or more of. the 

Fresnel-type oscillations discussed in subsection 6.2 are just 

visible in A (8). z 

, Figures l(g) and l(h) show the vector analyzing power 

calculated assuming purely real (K. = o) and purely imaginary 
1 

(K = o) spin-orbit phase shifts respectively. 
r 

In agreement 

with the approximate formula (eqs. (6.36) and (6.37)), this 

affects the magnitude of the non-oscillatory term in eq. 

(6.36) while it mainly affects the phase of the oscillations 

c·oming from the second and third terms. 

Case (c): 

This corresponds to then-limit of ref. 6 ). In this case 

we see the oscillations in cr
0 

(8) coming from the interference 
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between the two terms in the braces ( } on the right hand 

side of eq. (6.24), since the factors exp(+ n68R) are of the 

same order of magnitude, i.e. the·Coulomb damping 6 ) factor 

The factors exp(+ a68) in eq. (6.24) 

oppose or enhancet the Coulomb damping with increasing 8 

depending on whether a > o (nuclear refraction) or a < o 

(predominance of surface reflection over nuclear refraction). 

These effects are illustrated in fig. 2. A comparison 

of figs. 2(a) and 2(e) shows the effect of a positive value 

of a when the Coulomb damping is still quite strong. 

Figures 2(e-h) show the vector analyzing power to have a 

pronounced maximum or minimum wherever the differential cross 

section has a pronounced minimum. This can.be seen from the 

formulae in the following special case: 

For A s 

(6.24) 

= A, a: = o, 6 s = 6 and eR· = 

and· from eqs. (6.26) and (VI.11), 

where K is the real part of K. 
r 

0, we have from eq. 

e >7A1
, (6.38) 

-1 e>,,. .A. (6.39) 

Equations (6.38) and (6.39) agree with the general form 

t We refer to ref. 9 ) for a dis.cuss ion of the influence of 
nuclear refraction and surface reflection on the 
differential cross section. 
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of 0(8} and A~(8} illustrated in figs. 2(e) and 2(f) 

respe.ctively, al though in these plots the pronounced 

oscillations in 0(8) are due largely to the refractive 

parameter a since the Coulomb damping factor exp{2n68R) is 

greater than unity. In agreement with fig. 2(g}, eq. (6.39) 

shows that as Kr -. o the linear term in 8 vanishes and one is 

left only with the spikes of A (8) occurring at the zeros of z 

o( e> . 
Figure 2 (h) shows that having. A < A may change the sign s 

of the periodic part of A (8). z 

6.4 Inelastic scattering amplitudes 

Due to the large number of terms comprising the inelastic 

scattering amplitude BLM~(8) (eqs. (5.58-62)), we discuss the 

main features of aL ( 8) and A~ ( 8) in the asymptotic shadow 

r~gion only, and under the condition that the nuclear 

excitation terms Bi~,+) (N) and Bi~,+) (N) dominate the Coulomb 

excitation terms Bi~'+) (CS) and. Bi_.~·+) (CS) in this angular 

region. This condition applies in particular to the inelastic 

scattering data analyzed in section 7. 

From eqs. (5.61), (5.62) and (5.64) we therefore have 

where 

. <:::""' I (Ci+) M (c;-) . 12 = ~ BLM (N) + (-1) BLM (N) 
M 

(6. 41) 
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I (S+) M (S,-) 12 
= ~ S{S+I) L: BL~ (N) - {-1) BLM {N) 

M 
(6.42) 

while from eqs. (5 .66), (5 .61) and (5 .62), 

L 
A~ (e) = 

(6.43) 

Substituting eqs. (5.34) and (5.40) into eq. (6.41) gives 

= - 1
- [6CN)"K(e)J

1 [2: jY. (-!·rr o)j
1

} 
2L+ I L LM i > 

M 

I tq> L L<p . 12-
e + 3'+ + (-1) e - }_ -\ ) e-eR.. >.,..A- , (6 .44 · 

where we have used the abbreviations (6.27) and (6.28) anq 

where we have used the fact that YLM(~ 7T, 0) = O for L + M odd. 

Substituting eqs. (5.34) and (5.43) into eq. (6.42) gives 

-I 
e-eR. >'7 .A. • (6.45)· 

Finally, from eqs. (6.43), (5.40) and (5.43), we have 

AL (e) ~ I ~ c;+1 [&CN)J2 'k(9)1<(e>[~ jY. (1:rr1o)l2] 
r CTL (e) 3 2L+I L- M LM 

e - eR >7 .A-- ' • ( 6 • 46) 
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Equations (6 .44) , (6. 45) and (6. 46) bear a close 

resemblance to the expressions for the corresponding elastic 

scattering angular distributions 0 0 (8) and 0 1 (8) and the 

elastic vector analyzing power A (8) given by eqs. (~.22) 1 z 

(6.25) and (6.26) respectively. 

We compare these equations in the "nE?utral limit" (case 

(c) of subsection 6.3) since this is implied by the conditions 

of this section, namely that of dominance of the amplitudes 

for nuclear excitation over those for Coulomb excitation in 

the "shadow region 11 
• In this case the functions ai0

> (8), 

ail) (8) and A~ (8) show the same general features as the 

functions 0 0 (8), 0
1 

(8) and Az (8) respectively in the "shadow 

region", except that the factors (-l)L in eqs. · (6.44-46) cause 

the Fraunhofer oscillations to be in phase or out of phase 

with those of the corresponding expressions for elastic 

scattering, depending on whether L is odd or even respectively. 

For spin-o projectiles ·this is the Blair phase rule 7 / 30 ). 

This relation has already been derived for spin-~ and spin-1 

projectiles 5 ). 

Similarly, by comparing·eqs. (3.52) and (2.51), the 

factor (-l)M gives rise to the same phase rule for the tensor 

components of the analyzing powers for elastic and inelastic 

scattering. 
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7.. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

7.1 Analysis of elastic scattering data 

At present the data that is available on polarization in 

elastic scatt~ring of light ions other than nucleons .and the 

deuteron is the data of the Birmingham group 12 ) on the elastic 

scattering of polarized 3He ions, and the data of ref. 31 ) 

on the scattering of polarized 3 H ions. Recently it has 

also become possible to measure polarization in the elastic 

scattering of heavier ions. The Heidelberg group has 

determined the vector and tensor polarization of 6Li 

ions 10111132 ) at 22.8 MeV, and has also provided preliminary 

data 32 ) on the tensor analyzing power for the elastic 

~-

scattering of 7 Li + 58Ni at 23.2 MeV. 

Of the light ion scattering data referred to above we 

have analyzed the cross section ratio and the vector analyzing 

power for the elastic scattering of 3He + 26Mg at 33.4 Mevt, 

3~ + 27AP, at 29.6 MeV (cross section ratiot-f) and 33.1 MeV 

(analyzing power), and 3He + 58Ni at 33.3 MeV. Of the data 

of the Birmingham group, it is only in the above cases that 

the number of partial waves involved is large enough for the 

conditions of our theory, given in section 4, to be applicable. 

In the cas~ of the 3He data of ref. 31 ), there are too few 

partial waves involved since the energy is too low. Of the 

t The differential cross secfion data is taken from ref. 3::-i). 

-rt The differential cross section data is taken from ref.3 4 ). 
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data of the Heidelberg group we have analyzed the cross 

section ratioi· and the vector _analyzing power for the elastic 

scattering- of 6 L1 + 28Si and 6 :Ll + 58Ni at 22.8 MeV, since 

these cases involve a sufficient number of partial waves for 

our theory to be applicable. 

The results of our analysis are shown in figs. 3-7. 

The differential cross section cr(8) and the vector analyzing 

power A(8) are calculated from eqs. (4.69-72) using eqs. 

(4.73-75) and (4.63) with the functions S(,62) and G(z) given 

py eqs. (V.9) and (VI.11) respectively. The numerical 

values of the seven £-space parameters A, 6, a, As , 6s' , Kr 

and K. are listed in table 1. 
1 

The parameters K and K· are 
r 1 

the real and imaginary parts of the spin-orbit coupling 

strength K respectively. 

The tensor analyzing power for the elastic scatterin9 

eLt + 28Si at 22.8 MeV has also been measured 32 ) and was 

found to be consistent with zero. This is in agreement with 

our analysis of.tensor polarization (which is based on the 

assumption of pure vector spin-orbit coupliPg) according to 

which the tensor analyzing power, given by eq. (4.24), is an 

order of magnitude smaller than the vector analyzing power.· 

On the other hand, the data on the elastic scattering of 

7Li + 58Ni at 23.2 MeV shows the tensor analyzing power to be 

non-zerott. We have not analyzed this data since the data on 

t The data of refs. 10 • 11 ) on the cross section ratio for the 
elastic scattering of 6 Li + 28Si at 22.8 MeV is incorrectly 
normalized. The correctly normalized data is taken from 
ref. 35 J. 

tt It is possible that the tensor polarization in this case is 
due to the quadrupole moment of the 7Li nucleus which is an 
order of magnitude larger than that of the 6 Li nucleu~. 
The elast.ic scattering formalism of this thesis can easily 
be extended to investigate such an effect. 
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Differential cross section (a) and analyzing power (b) for the 
e.lastic scattering of 3Ifu + 2 6 Mg at Elab ?::> 33. 4 MeV. The solid 

·curves are calculated using the closed formalism with parameters 
given:in Table 1. The data are from ref. 33

) (cross section) 
and r~f. 12 ) (analyzing power). 
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Differential cross section (aj and analyzing power (b) for the 
elastic scattering of 3 H~ + 2 7Al at Elab = 29. 6 MeV (cross 
section) and E1ab = 33;1 MeV (analyzing power). The solid 
curves are calculated using the closed formalism with parameters 

. given in Table 1. The data are from ref. 3 4
) (cross section) 

and ref. 12 ) (analyzing power). 
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·oifferential cross section (a) and analyzing power (b) for the 
elastic scattering of 3 H~ + 5 8Ni at Elab ::::. 33. 3 MeV. The solid 
curves are calculated using the closed formal-ism with parameters 
given in Table 1. The· data are from ref. 12

) .• 
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Differential cross section (a) and vector analyzing power (b) for 
the elastic scattering of 6 Lj_ + 2 8Si at E1ab = 22. 8 MeV. The 
solid curves are calculated using the closed formalism with 
parameters given in Table l. The data are from ref. 11
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Fig. 7. Differential cross section (a) and vector analyzing power (b) for 
the elastic scattering of 6Ll + 5 8Ni at E1ab = 22. 8 MeV. The 
solid curves are calculated using the closed formalism with 
parameters given in Table 1. The data are from ref. 11 ) • 



TABLE 1: Parameters of the analysis of the elastic scattering data. 

Elab n 8R 
(~-space parameters) 

Reaction A !J. - A !J. Cl K K. 
(MeV) (deg) 

s s r ]. 

I 
3H~ + 26Mg 

I 
33.4 1.14 11.8 11.0 1.05 0.5 9.69 0.52 0.145 0.080 

3H~ + 27Al 29.6 1.31 14.0 10.7 0.93 0.5 9.32 0.46 0.155 0.085 
(Cross 

Section) 

3H~ + 2 7Al 33.1 1.24 12 .6 I 11.2 0.93 0.5 9.82 0.46 0.175 0.095 
(Analyzing 
Power) 

3H~ + 58Ni 33.7 2.64 22.1 13.5 1.00 0.4 12.18 o. 33 0.205 0.040 

GLj_ + 28Si 22.8 3.40 29.8 12.8 1.10 0.75 12.06 0.37 0.380 0.120 

6Li. + 58 Ni 22.8 6.81 53.2 13.6 0.88 0 12.56 0.29 0.165 0.035 

(geometrical parameters) 

r r' d 
0 0 

(fm) (fm) (fm) 

1.41 2.09 0.53 

1.46 2.17 0.50 

1.43 2.12 0.47 

1.47 2.02 0.47 

1.62 2.60 o.5o 

·' 
1.67 2.45 0.34 

CX> 
-..J 
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the cross section ratio is not yet available. 

It is convenient to reduce the t-space parameters A and 6 

to the geometrical parameters R
0 

and d using the semiclassical 

formulae 

(7 .1) 

where n is the Sommerfeld parameter (eq. {4.13)) and k is the 

wave number for the relative motion. It is hoped that eqs. 

{7.1) give a good approximation to the energy depende~ce of 

A and 6 respectively, in terms of the energy independent 

quantities R 0 and d. The parameter R0 should be compared 

with the strong absorption radius, rather than with the 

Woods-Saxon radii of the optical potential, while the parameter 

d is a convenient geometrical diffuseness parameter. The 

radius parameters r 0 and r~ refer to the heavy and light ion· 

options respectively and are calculated using the formulae 

I 

= ~·A~ (7.2) 

where A1 and A
2 

are the atomic mass numbers of the target and 

projectiie respectively. The numerical values of the 

parameters d, r 0 and r; are listed in table 1. 

Recall that the data of the cross section ratio and the 

analyzing power for the elastic scattering of 3fi't3 + 27A£ are 

at the energies 29.6 MeV and 33.l MeV. Because of the 

comparatively large energy difference, our theoretical fits 

to the data at these two energies had to be done independently. 
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However, the close agreement between the two sets of 

geome:trical parameters r 0 , r~ and d, for the two different 

energies, is our justification for doing this. 

The theoretical curves for 3~ + 2eMg and 3~ + 27A£ 

shown in figs. 3 and 4 respectively are examples of case (c) 

(eq. (6.33c)), as can be shown from the parameter values of 

table 1. The cross section ratios of figs. 3 and 4 are 

typical of Fraunhofer diffraction scattering with weak Coulomb 

damping, as illustrated in fig. 2(e). The analyzing power in 

~igs. 3 and 4 show the asymmetrical oscillations, characteristic 

of this type of diffraction scattering and which are 

illustrated in fig. 2(h). 

By comparison, the theoretical curves for the cross 

~ 

section ratios for the elastic scattering of 3He + 58Ni and 

6L"1:. + 2ssi, shown in figs. 5 and 6 respectively, are also 

examples of ca.se (c) but with stronger Coulomb damping of the' 

Fraunhofer oscillations. These curves are to be compared 

with fig. 2 (a). The corresponding theoretical curves for the 

vector analyzing power, shown in figs. 5 and 6,. show more 

symmetrical oscillations of Fraunhofer type as illustrated in 

figs. 2 (b-d) . 

These features are explained in subsection 6.3 under 

case (c). 

The theoretical fit for 6 Li. + 5 8Ni sho~~ in fig. 7 is an 

example of case (b) (eq. (6. 33b)) . The cross section ratio 

of fig. 7 is typical of Fresnel diffraction scattering. The 

corresponding vector analyzing power, shown in fig. 7, shovJs .' 

very small Fresnel-type. oscillations at angJ_es e ;$ eR , while 
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in the shadow region (8 ~ ~) it shows Fraunhofer-type 

oscillations. These features are discussed in subsection 

6.3 under case (b) and are illustrated in figs. l(f-j). 

. The main conclusion of our analysis of elastic 

scattering is that the main features of the differential 

cross section and the vector analyzing power are characteristic 

of diffraction scattering which is the dominant mechanism 

involved. This was predicted in refs. 3, 41 5 ). More 

specifically, it was found that for the elastic scattering of· 

~He by 2 6Mg, 27A£ and 58Ni, at energies close to 33 MeV, and 

for the elastic scattering of 6 Li by 28Si at 22.8 MeV, 

Fraunhofer diffraction scattering is the main mechanism 

involved, while for the elastic scattering of 6 Li by 58Ni at 

22. 8 MeV, Fresnel di ffra.ction sea ttering dominates. 

·rn spite of the relatively few sets of data available, 

further general conclusions may be drawn from the parameter 

values listed in table 1. 

For the lighter systems there is evidence of refraction 

(a > o) due to an attractive nuclea~ potential. The only 

exception is the heaviest system 6 :Ct + 58Ni which showed no 

evidence of nuclear refraction. There is no evidence of 

dominant surface reflection (a < o). 

The strength of the spin-orbit interaction is similar 

for 3 He and 6 Li. In all cases the spin-orbit coupling is 

seen to have a refractive (K > o) as well as an absorptive 
r 

(K. > o) part. 
J. 

The numerical values of the critical A-value 

A and the diffuseness parameter 6 , of the complex spin-s s 

orbit phase shift 5 (;>.J , are consistently less than the s 
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numerical values of the corresponding parameters A and 6 of 

the elastic scattering function S (N) (A.). 
c 

There is a corre.spondence between the refractive and 

absorptive effects r'epresented by the £-space parameters, and 

the effects of the real and imaginary optical potentials of 

the optical model. Optical model analyses have been carried 

out on most of the elastic scattering data that we h~ve 

studied. It is therefore possible to compare some of the 

conclusions arrived at in the optical model studies with 

those of our £-space analysis. 
. 

We first consider the following optical model studies of 

. the data on elastic scattering of polarized 3 He ions: 

M. Cohler et al. 26 ) of the present data on the 

elastic scattering of 3 He + 26Mg at 33.4 MeV; 

s. Roman 28 ) of the earlier data on the elastic 

scattering of. 3 He + 26Mg at 33.3 MeV and 3 He + 27A£ at 

33.3 MeVt; 

S. Roman 9t al. 27 ) of the data on the elastic 

scattering of 3 &; + 58Ni at 33.3 MeV. 

In all of the analyses referred to above, nine-parameter 

fits to the ~ata were attempted using Woods-Saxon forms for 

the real and imaginary central nuclear potentials and a real 

Thomas-Fermi form for the spin-orbit potential. In all 

cases the diffuseness parameter of the spin-orbit potential 

turned out to be considerably less than the diffuseness 

t No opttcal model analysis has been reported on the Birmingham 
data 12 on the vector analyzing power in the elastic 
scattering of 3 :H(k + 27A,e at 33.1 MeV. 
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parameters of the central nuclear potentials (in some cases 

the ratio was less than ~). '!'his agrees qualitatively with 

the finding of our ,e-space analysis that the diffuseness 

parameter 6 , of the complex spin-orbit phase shift 5 (A.) , . s s 

is consistently less than the diffuseness parameter 6 of the 

elastic scattering function s(N) (A.). 
c 

In the above mentioned optical model analyses of the 

data on 3* + 26Mg at 33.4 MeV and 33.3 MeV, the radius 

parameter of the spin-orbit potential turned out to be less 

~han the radius parameters of the central potentials. This 

result may be compared qualitatively with the result of our 

analysis of the data on 3 He; + 26Mg at 33.4 MeV in which the 

critical A.-value A of the complex spin-orbit_ phase shift s 

5 (A.) was found to be less than the critical A.-value A of the s 

elastic scattering function S(N) (A.). 
c 

On the other hand in the above optical model analyses of 

the data on 3He + 27A,e at 33.3 MeV and 33.l MeV and 

3He + 5 8Ni at 33.3 MeV, the radius parameter of the spin-orbit 

~otential was found to be about the same as the radius 

parameter of the real central nuclear potential. 

'I'hese comparisons are intended to be only qualitative 

since there ~s not a one-to-one correspondence between the 

radius and diffuseness parame~ers of the optical potential 

and the ,e-space parameters A and 6 respectively. Furthermore, 

there are various ambiguities in determining the optical 

potential parameters in the optical model approach. 

In each of the above~mentioned optical model analyses, 

except the analysis of .the data on 3~ + 27AP, at 33.3 MeV, 
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the analyzing powe~ data could not be reproduced satisfactorily 

at small angles (say ::., 40°). Our fits to the 3 He data in this 

angular range are qualitatively better. At larger angles our 

fits are of about the same quality as the best optical model 

fits to the data at these a~gles. In the case of the optical 

model analysis of the data on 3~ + 27AP, at 33.3 MeV, the data 

on the vector analyzing power, which does not extend beyond 50°, 

was reproduced very well, but only since the search was biased 

to fit this angular region. The corresponding fit to the data 

on the cross section ratio beyond about 40° was found to be 

unsatisfactory. 

In the optical model study10 ) of the 6Li data of the 

Heidelberg group, the 6Li spin-orbit potential was calculated, 

by means of a folding mo_del, from the deuteron-target spin

orbi t potential. The data on the cross section ratio for the 

elastic scattering of e:L!. + 2 BSi at 22.8 MeV was incorrect!~ 

normalized when the optical model analysis was done (see 

footnote t .on page 81). The data on the cross section ratio 

for the elastic scattering of 6:L1 + 5 BNi at 22.8 MeV was well 

reproduced, but the fit to the vector analyzing power data was 

unsatisfactory. Our fit to the cross section ratio (figure 7). 

is qualitatiyely the same, but our fit to the vector analyzing 

power (figure 7) is considerably better. Our fit. to the 

(correctly normalized) data on 6Ll + 28Si at 22.8 MeV is 

satisfactory. 

The abovementioned optical model studies all involved 

nine-parameter fits to the data, while our P,-space analysis 

involved seven parameters. The difference in the number of 
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parameters may be related to the well-known continuous 

ambiguities in the optical model parameters fora given fit 

to a set of experimental data, while for a given fit to the 

data in our £-space approach, the £-space parameters are 

determined uniquely. 

The optical model studies referred to in this section 

all involved purely real spin-orbit potentials. we have 

already mentioned the fact that in our formalism, the £-space 

parameters Kr and Ki describe the effects of the spin-orbit 

potential referring to refraction (Kr > o) and absorption 

(K. > o) respectively. 
1. 

Referring to the numerical values of 

K and K. given in table 1, the ratio K./K is, in most cases r 1 · i r 

large enough to suggest that the absorptive effect of the 

spin-orbit coupling, described by these parameters, could be 

reproduced in optical model calculations only if an imaginary 

term is included in the spin-orbit potential. The presence 

of an imaginary term in the spin-orbit potential is discussed 

in section 4.4 of ref. 13). 

7.2 Analysis of inelastic scattering data 

The inelastic scattering formalism of section 5 is 

intended mainly for the analysis of future experimental data. 

However, there are at present a few sets of data availsi.ble to 

which the theory is applicable. These are discussed below. 

The Birmingham group 12 ) has measured inelastic scattering 

of polarized 3He ions by various target nuclei. Of this data 

only the inelastic scattering· of 3r* + 26Mg at 33.2 MeV, with 

excitation of the 1.809 MeV 2+ state and the 2.938 MeV 2+ state 
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of 26Mg, are sul.table for analysis by our theory. However, 

in each case, the data on the vector analyzing power is not 

yet sufficiently conclusive (due to large experimental errors 

or irregular fluctuations), so that a detailed analysis 

cannot be made at this stage. 

The Heidelberg group 11 ) has measured inelastic scattering 

of ·vector polarized 6 Li ions by various target nuclei. we 

have analyzed their data on the inelastic scattering of 

6 L1 + 28Si at 22.8 MeV with excitation of the 1.77 MeV 2+ 

·state of 2 ssi. 

The results of our analysis are shown in fig·. 8. The 

inelastic cross section 02+(8) and the vector analyzing power 

A(8) are evaluated from eqs. (5.64) and (5.66) respectively, 

using eqs. (5.40), (5.43), (5.44), (5.49-52) and (5.60-62), 

with the functions }(6Z) and G(z) given by eqs. (V.9) and 

(VI.11) respectively. The Coulomb integrals ILM. (.&, ~) are 

evaluated using eq. (5.9). The numerical values of the seven 

JJ,....;space parameters ·A, 6, a, As , 6s , Kr 

in the formulae, are given in table 2. 

and that appear 

For the Coulomb charge 

radius parameter r , we have used the standard value 1.25. c 

Since the scattering function s(N) (A) of section 5 represents 
'r 

some average_ of the corresponding elastic scattering functions. 

for the initial and final channels, which are at different 

energies, the numerical values of the seven £-space parameters 

given in table 2 are not expected to be the same as the 

numerical values of the corresponding parameters given in 

table 1 for the elastic scattering of 6 CT + 28Si at 22.8 MeV. 

As in the analysis. of t11e elastic scattering data, the 
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TABLE 2: Parameters of the analysis of the data on the inelastic scattering of 6Li. + 28Si at 

Elab = 22.8 MeV with excitation of the 1.77 MeV 2+ state in 2 ssi. 

8R 
~ . n 

(deg) 

3.49 0.17 31.4 

I 

Deformation parameters: 

A 

12.4 

. (C) 
~2 

0.290 

6 ex As 

1.3 0.4 11.8 

5 (C) 
2 

~ (N) 
2 

(fro) 

1.10 0.074 

6.s /Cr IC • 
J. 

0.43 0.090 0.235 

5 (N) 
2 . 

(fro) 

0.59 

B(E2) 

(e2b2) 

0.0195 

r r• d 
0 0 

(fro) (fro) (fro) 
--

1.63 2.61 0.61 

~ 
-...] 
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£-space parameters ·A and ~may be reduced, by means of eqs. 

(7.1) and (7.2), to the geometrical parameters r
0

, _r~ and d. 

The numerical values of these geometrical parameters, given 

in table 2, agree fa·vourably with the numerical values of the 

corresponding parameters given in table 1 for the elastic 

scattering of 6 Li. + : 8 si at 22.8 MeV. Aiso given in table 2 

are the deformation lengths oiN) and oic) and the co~responding 

deformation parameters ~iN) and ~ic), defined by eqs. (3.8) 

and (3.9), the adiabaticity parameter~, the average Sommerfeld 

parameter n, defined by eq. (5.6), and the reduced EL tr-ansition 

probability B(EL) defined by 

(7. 3) 

Referring to fig. 8, it was found that the amplitudes for 

Coulomb excitation are only of significance in fitting the 

first two data points of the inelastic cross section. The 

vector analyzing power data up to 40° could not be reproduced 

anyway. It is for these reasons that we used the approximate 

formula (5.9) to evaluate the Coulomb integrals ILM(~,~) 

instead of using the tabulated values of ref • 22 ). In view of 

this, the numerical value of B(E2), given in table 2, can be 

regarded as being in satisfac~ory agreement with the 

experimental value 0.0317 + 0.0017 given in ref. 36 ). 

The data on the inelastic cross section over the whole 

angular range and the data on the vector analyzing power 

beyond 50° were reproduced satisfactorily. Since it was 

found that the amplitudes for nuclear excitation dominate the 
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amplitudes for Coulomb excitation beyond about 30°, the 

discussion in subsection 6.4 is applicable to the inelastic 

cross section and the vector analyzing power over this 

angular range. Accordingly, the oscillations, at least 

beyond 40°, in the theoretical curves shown in fig. 8, are 

attributed to Fraunhofer diffraction. 

A comparison between fig. 6 and fig. 8 shows that the 

Fraunhofer oscillations in the elastic cross section ratio 

and vector analyzing power are approximately 180° out of 

~hase with the corresponding oscillations in the inelastic 

cross section and vector analyzing power respectively. This 

is in agreement with the extended Blair phase rule discussed 

in subsection 6.4. 
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8. SUMMARY 

The purpose of this thesis has been to develop a closed 

S-matrix formalism for the vector and tensor polarization in 

elastic and inelastic scattering of strortgly absorbed 

particles of general spin s by spin-zero target nuclei, and 

to apply this formalism in an analysis of recent experimental 

data. 

From this analysis the following conclusions can be drawn: 

i) Both scattering and polarization of strongly absorbed 

particles are predominantly diffractive, and for the 

relatively light systems studied here are mainly of 

Fraunhofer type·; only the heaviest system ( 6 Li + 58Ni) 

shows the characteristics of Fresnel diffraction. 

ii) The spin-orbit fnteraction of both 3 He and 6 Li has a 

significant imaginary part. 

iii) The critical angular momentum A (hence the radius) of. s 

iv) 

the spin-orbit interaction is consistently smaller than 

A of the central part. 

The £-space width 6 (hence the diffuseness) of the spin
s 

orbit phase is abnormally small compared with the central 

width t.,, .. in agreement with optical model findings. 

v) ·All of these properties are shared by 3 He and 8 Li, 

indicating a close similarity between the spin-orbit 

. interaction of light and heavy ions. 
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APPENDIX I 

THE ELASTIC SCATTERING AMPLITUDE, TREATING THE 

SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING IN DISTORTED-WAVE-BORN APPROXIMATION 

Using the Gell-Mann-Goldberger transformation37 ) , the 

transition operator may be written 

, (I .1) 

where 

(I. 2) 

(I. 3) 

Here the subscript o denotes operators or wave functions 

corresponding to no spin-orbit coupling. Tl;,e form of H' is 

taken from ref. 38), where Sk and Rk are spherical tensors of 

rank k in the spin-space of the projectile and co-ordinate ·. 

space respectively, so that T, T a·na 6T are operators on the 
0 

projectile spin. 

Without spin-orbit coupling, eq. (2.10) may be written 

'f:(±)(k r) = 4rr ~ y;(±)(k r)~.R. Y (~) '/* (k) • 
0 ->~ kr L_i .£ > _£Y'\ "" ./l_M -

_.eM 
(I. 4) 

Substituting eqs. (I.3) and (I.4) into eq. (I.2), we have 
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(I.5) 

The scattering amplitude 

(I.6) 

may therefore be written in the form 

A(e) , (I.7) 

/\ . A 

where sin(e) = l~i x ~f I. The density operator for the spin 

of the scattered projectiles, when the incident beam is 

unpolarized, is given by 

P (e) = (I.8) 

Substituting eq. (I. 7) into eq. (I.8) and keeping only the 

leading terms of the form A (8)A .. (e), we have 
. 0 lJ 

(2S+l) p(e) 

(I. 9) 

where Z' denotes summation over all values of k ~ o. 
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Equation {I.9) amounts to an expansion of the density 

~pera.tor p ( 8) in terms of the spin-tensor components Skq. 

The coefficient of Sk is therefore proportional to the 
. q 

polarization term of rank k and magnetic quantum number q. 

(In the case of the scattering of a vec~or polarized beam of 

projectiles, the coefficient of Skq would be proportional to· 

the component Tkq of the analyzing power.) Referring back 

to eq. (I.5) we see that the coefficient of Skq in eq. (I.9) 

comes from the term (k,q) in eq. (I.3), so that to first 

order in DWBA, we have a one-to-one correspondence between 

the type of spin-orbit coupling term in the optical potential, 

and the type of polarization it causes. 
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APPENDIX II 

PROOF OF THE IDENTITY hkq(8) = o FOR q ODD"t 

The general formula for the amplituqe for elastic 

scattering of spin-s projectiles by spin-o targets, with 

tensor spin-orbit coupling, is given by1 4 ) 

A(lJf,vi ;.e) = ~i. 2i:'2: L: 2::: <..ei:-1'1'1i:Svi:11M><..ei:rnc:s))illM) 
j M if l'Y'\f ..et"\. . 

x i.12;,-.Jl~ Y (k) yiiF ( k'.) sl 
J!, Mr -f= ./2. l'''i, -c. J2. R_. 
rr ' f'.1. 

(II .1) 

where sin(8) = 1£i x~f I· From eqs. (II.l), (2.47) and (2.50) 

we have 

h1<cv ( e) 

(e -1:-0) (II.2) 

,. 
Since, by our choice of co-ordinate system (2.35), z .l k. 

,.._, "'-'1 
,. ,., 

and ~-~ ~f , the terms under the summation signs are zero 

unless tf + mf , ti + mi , t£ + mf and ti + mi are even. 

t This result has been proved for IC= 1 and 2 (ref. 38)), and, 
with .e • s coupling, for all values of K (ref. 3 9 )) • ,.._, ,.._, 
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Now, provided parity is conserved, we also have (see page 455 

of ref. 14
)) S~l' IO only if l-l' is even. This implies 

that the only nonzero terms on the right hand side of eq. 

(II. 2) are those with mf + m. and mf' + m! even.· 
J. J. 

From the 

Clebsch-Gordon coefficients this implies that the only nonzero 

terms are those with 'Of + -r and Di + -r ang hence also Di - Df = q 

even. 
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APPENDIX III 

DERIVATION OF THE FORMULA (3.28} 

Using eq. (2.5} we obtain 

(III .1) 

,.. . k 
where we have used the notation x = (2x + 1) 2

• In view of 

eqs. {3.25} and (3.26}, and from the assumption that 

s .~< Lf , Li , we have mf , mi , Mf , Mi , uf , ui and 

M << Lf , Li so that we may use the approximation1 5 ) (c.f. eqs. 

( 2. 2 9} and ( 2. 30) ) , 

(III.2) 
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Equation (III.l) then becomes 

...... " 
I = E ds. ("irr)ds. (t.rr) .ifL 

)}. )}i. JF-iF Vi. li-..R.;, (4n)"'i. ~ 
l 

>< d~ .f.·-Jl. (trr) d~ .R.·-i.. (-i:n} '6M M·-M . (III.3) 
t F l F f. ~ 

Writing jf = p,f + 'Tf and j. = p,. + 'T. I eq. (III.3) becomes 
J. 1 J. 

(III.4) 
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APPENDIX IV 

MOTIVATION FOR THE PARAMETERIZATION (6.7) OF 5 J2J.. s 

From eqs. (4.9) and (4.14), we have 

(N) 
6c. (),) 

If we take 

we then hu.ve 

(Nl ,.u Vo ~ oo r f:(r-) 6c (.>.) = "h'1 ~ 
dr .1. 

k 
(k2.r'l..-:\l) 2 

/.A Vo ~ oo I 2 1... - - ~?k2.. ~ dr ~ (r)(k.2r-2 -A. ) 2 

I<: 

so that 

(N) 

~: 
I . 

d cSC. ( ).) A.µVo d ~ (r) 
= y- .L 

d).. 1i2..k2. k (k2 r~·- .:\.2)4 

(IV .1) 

(IV. 2) 

•. 

(IV. 3) 

(IV. 4) 

Now if we take the Thomas-Fermi form for U (r), namely s 

LI d -I = ~-[I+ exp(·r-R)J = Uo·r'Cr) 
r dr d · r (IV. 5) 

and substitute this into eq. (4.10), we have 
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(IV .6) 

hence by comparison with eq. (IV.4), and using eq. (6.3), we 

have 

2 d -\ 
U0 k c1.. · [ 1 + exp(A_:-). )J . 

2 Vo d>. .._. 
(IV. 7) 

This parameterized form was considered in ref. 40 ). 

In the high-energy approximation we have fl = kR and L = kd, 

where R and d are the radius and diffuseness of the function 

f (r) • If we had chosen a spin-orbit potential of the form 

(IV.5) but with radius R and diffuseness d , we would have, s s 

in place of eq. (IV. 7), 

kR s 
6 = kd and ~ is a constant. s s t-' 

(IV. 8) 
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APPENDIX V 

EVALUATION OF THE FUNCTION }(6z) 

Substituting eqs. (4.29) and (6.9) into eq. (4.31) gives 

therefore 

= -i.~~ Hm ~
00

DOdjA[l+e::x:.p(-.M-l.o.)f~::c.p(i~~)"'--f:J.l). (V.2) 
c.~o+ -

We evaluate the right hand side of eq. (V.2) for z > o. 

For z < o the final result is the same. We first evaluate 

(V. 3) 

where 

(V .4~ 

and the contour of integration r is shown in fig. 9. 
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!mµ 

2rri r 

Fig. 9. Co,ntour of integration r for the integrals (V.3) and 
.(VI .4). 

Recall from subsection 3.1 that we restrict a to the 

interval (-~TI, ~7T). This implies that the singularity of 

the function f (£,z; µ) inside the contour r is at the point 

µa = ( 7T - a) i . Now 

Res [~(£ 1 ~;~)] = ex..p[-(.0.~+tE:.)(rt-d.)] (V. 5) 
f'.=)AtJ.. 

so that 

(V. 6) 

We also have 

(V. 7) , 
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Since f (o,z; µ + i27r) = exp(-27T6Z) f (o,z; µ) we have from eqs. 

(V. 2) , (V. 6) and (V. 7) in the limit as E -+ o, 

(V .8) 

i.e. 

:tc~~) = Tl" A ~ °" A 2. ----=---- e 
~i. I"\ h (tr .6 ~) 

(V. 9) 
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APPENDIX VI 

EVALUATION AND ASYMPTOTIC FORM OF THE FUNCTIONG(z) 

Substituting eqs. (6.7) and (6.9) into eq. (4.68) gives 

(VI .1) 

Let·!:::.= qf::::.s, (A-As)/!::::.s = -y andµ= (A.-A)/tJ.; therefore 

(VI. 2) 

where 

. -I -2 = [l+ e::(.p(-p~to.)] [1+ex.p(-~-q._µ)J e:x:p[(-q,.+i.A2),.u.] 
(VI. 3) 

We evaluate the right hand side of eq. (VI.2) for z > o 

and q integer. For z < o the result is the same. We first 

evaluate 

(VI. 4) 

where the contour of integration r is shown in fig. 9. 

Since Jex I < ~ 7T, the singularities of g (µ, z) inside the 

contour r are at the points 
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P.o.. = ( rr - o(.) t (VI. 5) 

(VI .6) 

so that 

I (:c) 

where 

Res[~(?;~)] = 
,M =,/-AcJ.,. 

ex.p [ (-~+i.~i!) ,U.c:1..] 

[1 + ex.p(-1f -<j,µo..)]2 
, (VI. 8) 

(VI. 9) 

We also have 

(VI. ;LO) 

Equations (VI.2), (VI.7) and (VI.10) give the final result 
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G-C~) = 
i.4rr1<.~ 

------ e:x:p[ t(A-X.) ~ - er] 
I - exp(-2rr6~) 

9-)( f Res [g(µ;;;.)] + L: Res [<j(_,u;z;.)]~ 
tU=µc1.. n:I JJ.=µ<;;> . 

(VI .11) 

We now write down the leading terms for z < o and for 

z > o. 

For z < a and -y > 1, we have 

For z > o and ·-y > 1 , we have 

R.es. [<3(,,u;r.)] 
,IJ. = ;../_;.) 

(VI .12) 

(VI .13). 

(VI.14) 

(VI .15) 

Provided q > 1, the leading terms in the braces [ } on 

the :eight hand side of eq. (VI .11) is given, for. z < o, by 

(VI.13) and for z > d, by (VI.15). We therefore finally 

have, for ln6zl > 1, 

exp [ - rr L). z: ( 1- <k;.) + i. t ( .A..-.X.. - ~4) J 
( 

'(i" • fT . -·) l+e:x:p 9-+L<j,-L"" 
' . (VI .16) 



~ >O 2 fl 1<, l::? 2: 
G- ( ~) -.,» ----

q}· sLnh(rr~~) 
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exp [Tr A -r( 1-"t) + i. =e (A-X- ~)] 

I + exp ( J£ :... t..!! - i,d..) 
9.- . i 

(VI .17) 

under the conditions ~ > 1, q integ~r and greater than unity, 
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